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1
 The On Bill Financing customer survey was conducted by Cadmus, the CPUC’s contractor, in a collaborative effort. 
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This report provides information and recommendations for improving SDG&E's energy efficiency 
programs.  As a prologue, the evaluation team offers a higher level observation.  Despite considerable 
effort, money, regulations, and oversight committed to energy efficiency programs, there does not 
appear to be a sense of shared mission in California's energy efficiency enterprise. 
 
This observation is not directed solely at the program managers who are the primary subjects of this 
study.  The sense of shared mission should extend upward to utility senior management, and outward to 
the vendors and customers.  The regulators' and the utilities should also have a stronger sense of shared 
mission. 
 
California has ambitions for wide and deep energy efficiency, and the long range goals are tied to 
greenhouse gas emissions, zero net energy aspirations and increased use of renewables.  California’s 
Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan attempts to map the path from current programs to those future states, 
which should provide a sense of shared mission.  However, this study found that there are sometimes 
different versions of the mission, especially between the regulators and the regulated, and too many 
instances where day-to-day problems overshadow the larger mission. 
 
We offer specific recommendations for addressing those day-to-day problems.  But to address the 
missing sense of shared mission will require effort at the highest levels, both at the CPUC and at the 
utilities.  Only those leaders can re-align their organizations, adjust their policies, and clarify the mission 
for their staff. That renewed sense of shared mission must then flow down through the organizations 
that share the responsibility for moving energy efficiency forward in California.   
 
Providing the institution-level recommendations to accomplish this is beyond the scope of this study. 
But we hope that the leaders and policymakers who read this study will find evidence to support our 
perceptions about the missing sense of shared mission, and that it will encourage them to address the 
problem.  Lacking a fix for the larger problem, our program-specific recommendations will only be 
temporary patches, and may not be sufficient to guide the programs to the big goals on the horizon. 
 
 
 
 

Douglas Mahone, Principal  
Heschong Mahone Group Inc. 
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This chapter includes major findings and recommendations. Specifically it includes a: 

 Comparison of issues identified during the 2006-08 process evaluation with the issues 
identified in this study 

 Summary of issues and recommendations, for each portfolio-level evaluation  
 Summary of issues and recommendations for each program evaluated 
 Budget status table for all nonresidential programs, showing the budget spent and 

committed, compared with budget allocated 
 Energy savings status tables for all nonresidential programs, showing savings installed 

and committed, compared with projected 
 

 

The following figure compares issues identified in the last process evaluation (conducted during 
the 2006-08 cycle) with the issues identified in this study. 
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Issue raised in 06-08 process evaluation, and 
Recommendation(s) 

Effort to Address since 06-08 Progress Made 

Current status of 
issue (2010-12 
process eval 

findings) 

Organizational 

Ambiguity around roles and responsibilities 
Creation of the Segment Advisor position to 
work with PMs  

Although a number of programs appear to 
be running smoothly, many still struggle 
with poorly defined roles and 
responsibilities and lack the program 
resources (RACI chart, etc.) to insulate 
them from the negative effects of staff 
turnover 

Persists 

Disconnect between program logic and actual 
market barriers 

New programs aimed at new customers, 
discontinuation of underperforming 
programs 

Only one program had significant flaws in 
its logic in regards to market barriers. 

Mostly Resolved  

IT and Data Tracking 

Poorly defined data needs Implementation and customization of CRM 
Staff know what they need, but cannot 
access it with CRM for reporting 

Partially Resolved 

Process bottlenecks: long applications, lack of 
documentation, status updates 

Investigating online applications  

Application processing is still viewed as 
overly complex and time-consuming by 
most program staff, and the lack of 
application status updates persists 

Persists 

Regulatory and Statewide Initiatives 

Lack of a clearly-defined template for reporting and 
compliance requirements 

Unknown 
Additional reporting and compliance 
requirements have been added, and staff 
are still unclear on regulatory requirements  

Persists 

Marketing 

Lack of a strategic marketing plan and overall 
portfolio “road map” around marketing 

Creation of the Segment Advisor position 
and Marketing Strategy group 

Many program marketing groups continue 
to operate in isolation and lack a unified, 
high-level marketing strategy 

Persists 
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Issue raised in 06-08 process evaluation, and 
Recommendation(s) 

Effort to Address since 06-08 Progress Made 

Current status of 
issue (2010-12 
process eval 

findings) 

AE’s lack of awareness/motivation surrounding EE 
program offerings 

Creation of the Segment Advisor Position 
and Marketing Strategy Group 

AEs have individual EE goals and regular 
program training, but some AEs still do not 
appear to be properly informed or 
motivated to successfully promote EE 
programs 

Partially resolved 

3
rd

 party implementer integration 

Under promotion of 3
rd

 party programs by AEs due 
to lack of knowledge/awareness of 3

rd
 party 

programs and the lack of an incentive to do so 

Creation of the Segment Advisor position, 
allowing AEs to count 3P savings toward 
their goals, training lunches with AEs 

AE awareness and promotion of 3P 
programs has improved, but is still not 
100%. AEs still do not seem to be fully 
equipped to promote all 3P programs.  

Partially resolved  

Lack of co-branding and ineffective use of targeted 
marketing lists 

Creation of SDG&E style sheets for 3P 
implementers' use 

3P implementers are still unable to fully 
leverage SDG&E's name and credibility to 
aid in the delivery/marketing of programs 
due to legal restrictions , and report lack of 
co-branding as a challenge 

Persists 

Figure 1: SDG&E Progress and Remaining Challenges for Issues Raised in 06-08 Process Evaluation 

 

In addition to evaluating specific programs, we evaluated several portfolio-level issues.  The following figure summarizes the main 
findings and recommendations for these cross-cutting evaluations, with values denoted as Low, Medium, or High (L, M, H). 
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Issue raised in current 
process evaluation 

Recommendation(s) Obstacle(s) to Addressing Issue Difficulty in 
Addressing 
(L/M/H) 

Value of 
addressing 
(L/M/H) 

Organizational 

Vulnerability to Staff 
turnover and transition, 
and few formal 
mechanisms to transfer 
expertise 

Perform a program resource inventory: 

·         Program manual 

·         Process flow diagram 

·         Responsibility matrix (RACI chart) 

Lack of defined program processes M H 

Cumbersome program 
processes and unclear 
roles and responsibilities 

Develop responsibility matrix (RACI chart) at 
portfolio level, and for programs and functions 
(e.g., marketing) 

Department silos M H 

Legal constraints hamper 
marketing, co-branding, 
and other functions 

Review major obstacles identified here, and re-
consider legal interpretations 

Legal Risk H H 

IT and Data Tracking 

Multiple data tracking 
systems used 

Continue transfer of legacy applications and 
"work-around spreadsheets" into CRM 

Staff familiarity with CRM usage is still 
rudimentary 

H H 

Hire additional skilled programmers to create 
staff data analysis reports and respond to 
program changes 

Resources (staff and funding) for energy 
efficiency programs' IT needs is limited 

M M 

CRM defects Continue transition from customized to 
standard CRM 

Sunk costs in customized version H H 

Online Application 
Requests 

Develop online application and tracking status 
for nonresidential programs 

Resources (staff and funding) for energy 
efficiency programs' IT needs is limited 

H H 

Regulatory and Statewide Initiatives 

Individual requirements 
are not overly 
burdensome, but they add 

Improve collaboration with CPUC to maximize 
value of requirements, minimize resource cost 
to meet them 

Existing tension between program staff and 
regulatory requirements, complexity and size of 
portfolio, staff turnover 

H H 
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Issue raised in current 
process evaluation 

Recommendation(s) Obstacle(s) to Addressing Issue Difficulty in 
Addressing 
(L/M/H) 

Value of 
addressing 
(L/M/H) 

up in combination and 
have “costs” to the 
program 

Discuss with CPUC the potential to pilot test 
new requirements to identify burden and value, 
and to streamline before fully launching  

M H 

Provide feedback to CPUC only on the most 
burdensome requirements to focus attention on 
the most resource-intensive 

L M 

Requirements 
(benchmarking, PPMs) are 
symptomatic of the 
complexity of linking 
Strategic Plan to programs 

Program staff: Improve understanding of the 
rationale for CPUC requirements and try to 
address the spirit of the recommendations in 
line with the shared mission  

CPUC and SDG&E priorities are not aligned: 
CPUC regulatory requirements in place to 
ensure transparency of programs that align 
with California’s long-term strategic interests, 
while SDG&E focuses on customer experience, 
program delivery, and energy savings 

M H 

CPUC: Continue building understanding of day-
to-day program implementation and impact of 
requirements, and work with IOUs to minimize 
resource cost of meeting requirements and 
increase value 

M H 

Regulatory requirements 
are not well understood 
by program staff 

Ensure clear communication channels between 
program managers and policy advisors 

L M 

Develop internal “crash course” for regulatory 
requirements for new staff. Use a neutral tone 
to improve the current negative or dismissive 
perceptions  of regulatory requirements. 

M M 

Enable program management to communicate 
significant regulatory burdens to policy advisors 
who can discuss issues directly with CPUC 

L L 

Marketing 
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Issue raised in current 
process evaluation 

Recommendation(s) Obstacle(s) to Addressing Issue Difficulty in 
Addressing 
(L/M/H) 

Value of 
addressing 
(L/M/H) 

Lack of an “overall 
portfolio marketing 
roadmap” 

Create a comprehensive plan and share with all 
staff. Clearly outline the roles and 
responsibilities of key players, including 
Segment Advisors, via a RACI chart. Document 
metrics or milestones to track performance 

Staff are already time constrained M H 

Develop plan as a collaborative initiative 
amongst all internal groups involved in 
implementing or marketing the program. 

M H 

Implement periodic (semi-annual) marketing 
meetings for all marketing staff, including 
segment advisors, AE coordinator, Marketing 
Strategy, vendor alliance reps, etc. to share and 
coordinate marketing activities 

L M 

Coordinate a portfolio marketing campaign that 
includes all programs (both SDG&E and 3P) to 
raise awareness and lend credibility to others 
promoting programs (e.g. 3P implementers, 
possibly vendors) 

Money (e.g., for referral fees, awards, portfolio 
marketing campaign, etc.) 

H M 

AEs are influential direct 
marketing channel, but 
sometimes lack updated 
information about 
programs available to 
their assigned accounts 

Hold lunch and learns to educate AEs on new 
technologies and program changes 

AEs are already time constrained L M 

Website (while improved) 
is not up-to-date with 
program information, and 
AEs and vendors are not 
always properly informed 
of updates 

Focus on keeping website up-to-date with 
correct program information 

Legal requirements slow down website 
improvements 

M H 

Develop simple collateral on core programs and 
keep in central repository 

Marketing budgets must be prioritized, legal 
requirements slow down collateral 

M M 
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Issue raised in current 
process evaluation 

Recommendation(s) Obstacle(s) to Addressing Issue Difficulty in 
Addressing 
(L/M/H) 

Value of 
addressing 
(L/M/H) 

Shortcomings in databases 
limit marketing analysis 
and customer outreach 
capabilities 

Incorporate email address field in customer and 
program databases.  

Obtaining email addresses can be difficult M H 

Identify a few key fields (email, Contractor, 
NAICS) for all staff to focus on getting correct in 
program database and (where applicable) 
customer database 

Various staff enter information in various data 
systems 

L M 

3
rd

 party implementer integration 

Limited cross promotion 
between 3P and core 
programs 

Train implementers to cross promote other 
programs 

Implementers lack technical knowledge beyond 
own skill set, and current budgets are allocated 
to specific programs, does not apply to cross-
training 

M M 

Amend contracts to include cross promotion 
metrics 

M M 

SDG&E restricts co-
branding, and some 
policies unclear  

Revisit co-branding policies to see if any can be 
relaxed. Clarify co-branding policies ≤ 6 months 
after start of program cycle 

Legal restrictions, and multiple departments 
involved in designing policy and template 
regulations 

M M 

Include 3P program content on SDG&E's website M M 

Figure 2 - Summary of Portfolio-level Issues and Recommendations  

 

The tables below summarize the final findings and recommendations for each program evaluated. 
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Program ID(s) Program Name Main Issues Identified Main Recommendations 
Difficulty in 
addressing 

(H/M/L) 

Value of 
addressing 

(H/M/L) 

SDGE3101 
SDGE3106 
SDGE3110  

Energy Efficiency 
Business Rebates 
(a.k.a. Deemed) 

Projected gas savings may not be 
achieved.  Few gas (and non-lighting) 
vendors participating, low incentive to 
participate 

Increase personal outreach to (gas) vendors, offer 
sales training and social mixers 

M M 

Increase personal outreach to (gas) vendors, offer 
sales training and social mixers 

M M 

Develop SPIFF (kicker) for vendor application 
submittals if cost effectiveness allows 

M M 

Hasten rebate payments to vendors M/L M 

New measures hard for customers to 
find on website 

Increase visibility of new measures and/or 
increased rebates on website 

L M  

SDGE3117 

Local Non-
Residential BID 
(a.k.a. Energy 
Savings Bid) 

Majority of projects (simple, single-end 
use) may not meet original program 
intent 

Work with EEBR to move simple measures installed 
in single end-use type projects into that program; 
provide kicker in EEBR for projects / vendors that 
achieve large energy savings.  

M M 

Focus on more complex measures and 
comprehensive projects. More aggressively 
implement the PIP policy to lower savings 
threshold for pilot and emerging technology 
projects, or multiple end-use projects.  

L M 

Little interaction between vendors and 
AEs (in part due to legal restrictions); 
consequently, vendors cannot leverage 
SDG&E’s customer leads and AEs are not 
familiar with vendors’ technology 

Improve collaboration between AEs and vendors 
(breakfasts, lunch on learns on technologies).  

M M 

Provide list of participating (as opposed to 
preferred) vendors to AEs and auditors, to provide 
to customers; OR work with CPUC to provide list of 
vendors on CPUC website 

H H 

Program may not meet natural gas goals, 
so SDGE may not meet gas goals. (ESB 
projected to deliver ~1/2 of SDGE gas 
savings) 

Consider tiered gas incentives or kickers for large 
gas savings projects 

L M 

Contact vendors in program database (“IOU 
Contractor”) for serving as participating vendor.  

L L 
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Program ID(s) Program Name Main Issues Identified Main Recommendations 
Difficulty in 
addressing 

(H/M/L) 

Value of 
addressing 

(H/M/L) 

Target customers and vendors (through trade 
associations) for 1. controls, 2. boilers, and 3. food 
service equipment. Work with EEBR to avoid simple 
measures rebated in this program, or target 
comprehensive (multiple measure) projects. 

H H 

ESB is custom incentives type program, 
but reliance on DEER is increasing 

Consider moving simple measures installed in 
single end-use type projects into EEBR. (See above.)  

M M 

Work with the CPUC to develop a reasonable 
approach to custom measures and operating hours 
(compromise), on a per-project basis 

H H 

SDGE3100  
SDGE3105  
SDGE3109  

Energy Efficiency 
Business Incentives 
(a.k.a. Calculated) 
Program 

Projected gas savings not predicted to be 
met 

Focus on gas saving equipment, such as boilers, 
food service equipment as well as industrial 
customers 

H H 

Data management issues 
Automate application process and create 
centralized database 

H H 

Most applications are filled out by 
vendors and AEs, and are 50% 
incomplete. Some customers do not 
understand the program and how 
incentives are calculated 

Automate the application process with drop-down 
menus (to reduce errors) 

H H 

Provide training to vendors and AEs to reduce 
incomplete applications, and to provide better 
training to customers. 

M H 

Vendors would like to be more involved 
in the program 

Create case studies and other marketing materials 
to help vendors and AEs market the program 

M H 

Capital is obstacle for customers (ROI is 
shorter than in previous years) 

Cross market other programs, particularly OBF L L 

SDGE3174 
Commercial Direct 
Install 

Lack of cross promotion of SDG&E EE 
Programs by Contractors, and little (if 
any) follow up on other programs 

Require in contract that implementation 
contractors promote other programs.  

L M 

Contractors collect emails through participation, 
and SDG&E follow up with participants about other 
programs.   

M M 
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Program ID(s) Program Name Main Issues Identified Main Recommendations 
Difficulty in 
addressing 

(H/M/L) 

Value of 
addressing 

(H/M/L) 

Poor “near participant” data tracking 
Provide contractors with a simple method for 
tracking every customer interaction with the 
program, and require they do so 

M M 

SDGE3161 

HVAC Tune-up and 
Quality Installation 
(Premium Efficiency 
Cooling) 

Program’s revised focus on statewide 
program offering (quality maintenance) 
may be limited in funding by designating 
it as a third party offering 

Continue to use CSG as implementation contractor, 
but consider integrating into core HVAC program in 
next cycle 

L M 

Additional market data may be useful to 
inform QM barriers and establish 
baseline for statewide QM subprogram. 

Consider market assessment study of customers 
and contractors for SDG&E or across all 
participating utilities 

H H 

Contractors are frustrated by paperwork 
and other program requirements 

Continue to provide contractor training and, where 
possible, address contractor concerns in 
coordination with PECI and the other IOUs 

M H 

Once new role of program is established, all 
stakeholders involved (SDGE, PECI, CSG, vendors) 
could collaborate to streamline paperwork. 

M H 

SDGE 3170 Retrocommissioning 

Program oversubscribed with customer 
waiting list 

Increase program budget. L H 

Complete an RCx market potential study, to 
consider increasing it even further in future 

H H 

3P implementer lacks access to customer 
data and information 

Allow customer to opt into a marketing contact list 
to be contacted by 3rd Party Programs. 

M M 

Non-participating customers voice 
concern about program complexity  and 
time commitment; and about funding 
projects 

During the recruitment process, provide potential 
customers with time commitment estimate and 
available resources to assist with the paperwork 
and process; enable building manager/engineers to 
better articulate project benefits to “sell” projects 
to decision makers – e.g., use familiar terms to 
customers (internal rate of return, savings to 
investment ratio) 

M M 
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Program ID(s) Program Name Main Issues Identified Main Recommendations 
Difficulty in 
addressing 

(H/M/L) 

Value of 
addressing 

(H/M/L) 

SDGE3139 
On Bill Financing 
(OBF) 

A few participants do not realize OBF is a 
loan. 

Require customer initials at key points in the 
application indicating the customer understands 
obligations to the program 

L M 

Some vendors report collateral does not 
support their effort to explain program 
to customers, and 25% of applications 
returned for errors. 

Include additional marketing collateral describing 
key customer steps.  Solicit vendor input on 
improvements to program training, online 
handbook, collateral, and application 

M M 

Some vendors not aware of project 
status, because field technician receives 
email notifications from OBF staff 

Include multiple email fields in application. Notify 
all key contacts at the vendor company of project 
status and requests for information 

L M 

The 3-year maximum payback for lighting 
projects may prevent some deeper 
energy savings projects from qualifying 

Allow longer payback periods for lighting projects 
with specifically identified characteristics  

L M 

SDGE3162 
SaveGas (Hot Water 
Control) 

Projected gas savings not being met 

Re-evaluate savings goals to create more accurate 
savings estimates for coming program cycle 

L M 

Implementer work with SDG&E and SoCalGas (since 
same program at both) marketing departments to 
prepare case studies to show savings. Consider 
using data gathered here (participant reported bill 
savings, satisfaction).  

M M 

Hotels do not recall EDC marketing 

Incent more effective marketing by re-structuring 
future contract so depends more on performance 
(energy savings), less on time and materials 

L M 

Review implementer’s marketing strategy, and 
have implementer provide “warm” contacts to 
SDG&E AEs, so that AEs can be prepared to answer 
their customers’ questions about program 

M M 

EDC needs more SDG&E support to be 
credible to hotels 

Consider asking AEs to focus their help on a handful 
of large hotels to gain traction 

L  M 
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Program ID(s) Program Name Main Issues Identified Main Recommendations 
Difficulty in 
addressing 

(H/M/L) 

Value of 
addressing 

(H/M/L) 

SDGE3169 
Comprehensive 
Industrial Energy 
Efficiency (CIEE) 

SDG&E is not provided audit information 
by implementation contractor 

SDG&E specifies desired fields in database and 
requires contractor to provide it. Results are shared 
with CIEE program manager, core program 
managers (to feed results into resource based 
programs), and AEs. 

M H 

IC receives half of incentive for 
submitting application, even if EE 
measures are never installed 

Modify incentive structure for IC to skew the 
payments toward project completion, e.g., 20% for 
submitting application and 80% at project 
completion 

M H 

Figure 3 – Summary of Program Findings and Recommendations 

 

The following figure shows the budget status relative to allocated for all nonresidential programs, based on the Q3 2011 database.   
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Program ID Program Name Budget Allocated Budget Spent  Committed Budget 
% Budget 

Spent 

SDGE3100 SW-AgA -  Calculated $  3,830,683 $     200,196 - 5% 

SDGE3101 SW-AgB -  Deemed $  1,065,994 $     556,604 - 52% 

SDGE3102 SW-AgC -  Nonresidential Audits $     142,169 $      68,943 - 48% 

SDGE3103 SW-AgD -  Pump Test & Repair $     240,477 $      60,025 - 25% 

SDGE3104 SW-AgE -  Continuous Energy Improvement $     136,176 $      68,755 - 50% 

SDGE3105 SW-ComA -  Calculated $  4,248,850 $  3,748,673 $  2,431,159 88% 

SDGE3106 SW-ComB -  Deemed $16,520,919 $  9,620,964 $  3,099,049 58% 

SDGE3107 SW-ComC -  Nonresidential Audits $  1,562,143 $     641,410 - 41% 

SDGE3108 SW-ComD -  Continuous Energy Improvement $  1,958,979 $     931,017 - 48% 

SDGE3109 SW-IndA -  Calculated $11,704,376 $     979,269 $     852,410 8% 

SDGE3110 SW-IndB -  Deemed $  5,231,082 $  1,033,409 $       31,435 20% 

SDGE3111 SW-IndC -  Nonresidential Audits $     440,165 $     197,164 - 45% 

SDGE3112 SW-IndD -  Continuous Energy Improvement $     584,304 $     187,383 - 32% 

SDGE3117 Local03 -  Local Non-Residential (BID) $34,034,091 $16,317,581 $10,150,941 48% 

SDGE3137 Local02 -  Local Island Program $  2,572,180 $     332,102 - 13% 

SDGE3139 Local05 - OBF $  2,624,999 $     716,503 - 27% 

SDGE3140 Local06 - Local Strategic Development & Integrat $  2,096,386 $     573,127 - 27% 

SDGE3146 SW-HVACB -  Commercial Quality Installation $      61,695 $      15,672 - 25% 

SDGE3147 SW-HVACC -  Commercial Upstream Equipment $      58,510 $      14,571 - 25% 
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Program ID Program Name Budget Allocated Budget Spent  Committed Budget 
% Budget 

Spent 

SDGE3148 SW-HVACD -  Quality Maintenance Program $      97,751 $      28,408 - 29% 

SDGE3149 SW-HVACE -  Technology & Systems Diagnostics $     496,325 $      13,307 - 3% 

SDGE3151 SW-HVACG -  HVAC Core $      46,054 $      16,710 - 36% 

SDGE3161 3P-NRes01 -  Non-Res HVAC Tune-up/Quality Installa $  5,135,117 $ 3,398,741 - 66% 

SDGE3162 3P-NRes02 -  SaveGas – Hot Water Control $     471,821 $    208,300 - 44% 

SDGE3163 3P-NRes03 -  Business Energy Assessment (BEA) $     568,307 $    350,059 - 62% 

SDGE3164 3P-NRes06 -  Energy Efficient Water Pumping $     303,247 $      96,514 - 32% 

SDGE3165 3P-NRes07 -  Healthcare Energy Efficiency Program $  1,616,407 $    876,988 - 54% 

SDGE3166 3P-NRes08 -  Lodging Energy Efficiency Program $  1,616,409 $ 1,107,890 - 69% 

SDGE3167 3P-NRes09 -  Mobile Energy Clinic (MEC) $  3,000,000 $ 1,926,964 - 64% 

SDGE3168 3P-NRes11 -  Portfolio of the Future (PoF) $     674,016 $    730,153 - 108% 

SDGE3169 3P-NRes12 -  Comprehensive Industrial Energy Effic $  1,584,845 $    661,849 - 42% 

SDGE3170 3P-NRes13 -  Retro Commissioning (RCx) $  2,043,307 $ 1,572,480 - 77% 

SDGE3174 SW-ComE -  Direct Install $18,001,000 $ 3,186,310 - 18% 

SDGE3176 Kitchen Learning Center $  4,483,591 $    843,669 - 19% 

 Total for nonresidential programs $129,252,374 $51,281,711 $16,564,993 40% 

Figure 4: Budget status of all Non-residential SDG&E Programs through Q3 2011. 

 

The following figure shows projected, installed, committed energy savings, based on EEGA Q3 filings. These are based on the most 
current version of DEER, which will soon be updated. The values will change once the CPUC finalizes DEER.  
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Program 
ID 

Program Name  Electricity Savings (MWh)   Demand Savings (MW)  
Gas Savings  

(Annual Therms, x 1000) 

    Projected Installed Committed Projected Installed Committed Projected Installed Committed 

SDGE3100 
SW-AgA -  
Calculated 

              
1,649  

                     
87                        -    

               
0.14  

              
0.01                    -                    762  

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3101 SW-AgB -  Deemed 
                     

-    
                   

117                        -    
                    

-               16                    -                    994          395  
                  

-    

SDGE3102 
SW-AgC -  
Nonresidential 
Audits 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3103 
SW-AgD -  Pump 
Test & Repair 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3104 
SW-AgE -  
Continuous Energy 
Improvement 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3105 
SW-ComA -  
Calculated 

              
5,795  

             
32,550  

             
17,850                 2                9                2                   (34)         454          456  

SDGE3106 
SW-ComB -  
Deemed 

           
77,534  

             
61,984  

             
30,908               17             11                2               1,045             54             23  

SDGE3107 
SW-ComC -  
Nonresidential 
Audits 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3108 
SW-ComD -  
Continuous Energy 
Improvement 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3109 
SW-IndA -  
Calculated 

              
9,348  

               
5,752  

               
7,644                 2                0.7                0.7               3,066          136             95  

SDGE3110 
SW-IndB -  
Deemed 

           
21,064  

               
4,635  

                   
480                 3                1  

              
0.08                  458             19             (1) 

SDGE3111 
SW-IndC -  
Nonresidential 
Audits 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3112 
SW-IndD -  
Continuous Energy 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    
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Program 
ID 

Program Name  Electricity Savings (MWh)   Demand Savings (MW)  
Gas Savings  

(Annual Therms, x 1000) 

    Projected Installed Committed Projected Installed Committed Projected Installed Committed 

Improvement 

SDGE3146 
SW-HVACB -  
Commercial 
Quality Installation 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3147 

SW-HVACC -  
Commercial 
Upstream 
Equipment 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3148 

SW-HVACD -  
Quality 
Maintenance 
Program 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3149 

SW-HVACE -  
Technology & 
Systems 
Diagnostics 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3151 
SW-HVACG -  
HVAC Core 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3117 
Local03 -  Local 
Non-Residential 
(BID) 

           
79,110  

           
104,278  

             
62,070               14             13                8               6,283          658       2,681  

SDGE3137 
Local02 -  Local 
Island Program 

                 
916                        -                          -                   0.5                    -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3139 Local05 – OBF 
                     

-                          -                          -    
                    

-                      -                      -    
                          

-    
                  

-    
                  

-    

SDGE3140 

Local06 - Local 
Strategic 
Development & 
Integrat 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3176 
Kitchen Learning 
Center 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    
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Program 
ID 

Program Name  Electricity Savings (MWh)   Demand Savings (MW)  
Gas Savings  

(Annual Therms, x 1000) 

    Projected Installed Committed Projected Installed Committed Projected Installed Committed 

SDGE3161 
3P-NRes01 -  Non-
Res HVAC Tune-
up/Quality Installa 

           
27,481  

             
12,900                        -                 11                6                    -                       (6)            (4) 

                  
-    

SDGE3162 
3P-NRes02 -  
SaveGas – Hot 
Water Control 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -                    492             89  

                  
-    

SDGE3163 
3P-NRes03 -  
Business Energy 
Assessment (BEA) 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3164 
3P-NRes06 -  
Energy Efficient 
Water Pumping 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3165 
3P-NRes07 -  
Healthcare Energy 
Efficiency Program 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3166 
3P-NRes08 -  
Lodging Energy 
Efficiency Program 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3167 
3P-NRes09 -  
Mobile Energy 
Clinic (MEC) 

              
2,698  

               
7,431                        -                   2                2                    -    

                   
(0.06)            79  

                  
-    

SDGE3168 
3P-NRes11 -  
Portfolio of the 
Future (PoF) 

                     
-                          -                          -    

                    
-                      -                      -    

                          
-    

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3169 

3P-NRes12 -  
Comprehensive 
Industrial Energy 
Effic 

                 
242                        -                          -    

               
0.02                    -                      -                    300  

                  
-    

                  
-    

SDGE3170 
3P-NRes13 -  Retro 
Commissioning 
(RCx) 

              
5,643  

               
1,972                        -    

                    
-                  0.1                    -                    169             23  

                  
-    

SDGE3174 SW-ComE -  Direct                                                 -                   6                0.5                    -                     (20)          (16)                   
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Program 
ID 

Program Name  Electricity Savings (MWh)   Demand Savings (MW)  
Gas Savings  

(Annual Therms, x 1000) 

    Projected Installed Committed Projected Installed Committed Projected Installed Committed 

Install 22,296  1,909  -    

Total for all Nonres Programs         253,776           233,615           118,953               58             59             13             13,510       1,888       3,257  

Figure 5: SDG&E Energy savings status for non-residential programs from EEGA Q3 2011 filings 
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On behalf of SDG&E, the evaluation team conducted a process evaluation of SDG&E’s 
nonresidential programs to provide feedback on the 2010-12 Energy Efficiency 
programs. The findings are intended to serve as a midpoint check-up to provide 
feedback, and to inform filings for bridge funding and the next program cycle.  

This report presents the findings of the evaluation. We encourage all stakeholders to 
read the entire report. But because of its length, we structured it based on intended 
audiences, as follows: 

 Main Report: This is intended for all interested stakeholders, including all SDG&E 
staff, the CPUC, 3P implementers, vendors, and others. It is organized as: 
• Executive Summary: Describes the main issues identified and 

recommendations for the portfolio-level evaluations, and for program-
specific evaluations. We also provide the budget and energy savings status 
for each program. 

• Introduction: Describes the structure of the report. 
• Overview of Methodology: Summarizes data collection activities. 
• Best Practices: Summarizes how nonresidential programs compare to best 

practices. (The best practice comparison is described for each program in 
more detail in Attachment 2.) 

• Regulatory and Statewide Initiative evaluation – We include this portfolio-
level evaluation here (as opposed to in Attachment 1), because the Main 
Report’s intended audience includes the CPUC. 
 

 Attachment 1 – Portfolio level Evaluations. This is intended for all SDG&E staff, 
particularly senior-level staff, and those involved in the utility practices described 
in each chapter. One chapter is dedicated to each portfolio-level issue evaluated.  
Each chapter begins with an overview of the issue; presents results from staff 
interviews, and other relevant data collection activities (e.g., customer surveys, 
vendor interviews, interviews with other stakeholders); and presents final 
conclusions and recommendations. We evaluated:  
• Organizational issues  
• IT issues 
• Marketing  
• Effectiveness of Third Party implementation 
• Appendix – Third Party Co-Branding Examples and Issues 
As noted above, the Regulatory and Statewide Initiative evaluation is presented 
in the Main Report. 

 
 Attachment 2 – Program Evaluations. This is intended primarily for SDG&E 

program managers and senior-level staff. One chapter is dedicated to each 
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program evaluated. It includes a program overview; program status (budget, 
energy savings, number of participants and vendors); review of end-of-cycle 
PPMs  and other potentially useful metrics; results from staff interviews, 
customer surveys, vendor interviews and other data collection activities; and 
final conclusions and recommendations. We evaluated: 
• Deemed (EEBR) 
• Calculated 
• Local Nonresidential Bid, a.ka. Energy Savings Bid (ESB) 
• Commercial Direct Install 
• SaveGas 
• On Bill Financing 
• Premium Efficiency Cooling, a.k.a. Nonres HVAC Tune-up 
• Retrocommissioning 
• Comprehensive Industrial Energy Efficiency (CIEE) 

 
 Attachment 3 - Data Collection Resources (including customer survey frequency 

tables). It is broken into 3A (the main attachment, providing resources for most 
programs) and 3B (presenting data collection resources for the following third 
party programs: SaveGas, OBF.  Data collection resources include: 
• Program staff Interview Guides  
• Vendor interview guides 
• Customer survey resources, including survey codebooks and sampling 

methodologies 
• Account Executive (AE) forum guide 
• Segment advisor forum guide 
Customer survey resposes (frequency tables) are provided in separate files 

 
 Attachment 4 - Work Plan and Evaluability Assessment. We developed these at 

the beginning of the study, and used them to guide research activities.  Both files 
were developed based on limited data collection. The information they contain 
should be considered with much less weight than the information provided in 
the main volumes of the report (Main Report, Attachment 1, and Attachment 2), 
which are based on far more extensive data collection. 
• The work plan described the identified research topics and planned research 

activities. 
• The evaluability assessment (developed in conjunction with the work plan) 

describes key characteristics for all nonresidential programs, and identifies 
which programs would be evaluated in more detail through the study.  
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We present an overview of research activities in Figure 6. 

In brief, we began our data collection activities with an in-person kick off meeting and 
interviews with program managers and other SDG&E staff. With their input, we 
developed goals for the process evaluation, gained an overview of the programs and 
portfolio-level issues, and identified possible data collection activities.  Based on these 
initial findings, we conducted an evaluability assessment and developed a work plan, 
which identified specific programs and portfolio-level issues for evaluation. 

We then held a forum with AEs, followed immediately by a forum with segment 
advisors, to discuss their roles, experiences, and challenges.    

Based on these SDG&E interviews, we developed and administered two surveys for 
customers – 1) for those currently participating in nonresidential energy efficiency 
programs, to gather marketing information and program satisfaction and feedback, and 
2) those not participating, to gather marketing information and reasons for not 
participating.  We also conducted a few in-depth-interviews with customers 
(participants and near participants). In sampling customers for the survey, we were 
limited by several constraints, including: We removed customers on SDG&E’s Do Not 
Call list; some AEs requested we remove customers from the sample; and some 
segments have only a few, large customers (e.g., military facilities). Consequently, 
segments with only a few respondents were not well represented. When reviewing 
survey analysis, note that respondents could provide more than one answer to some 
questions. Consequently, percentages may exceed 100% or the number of responses in 
all categories may exceed the total ‘n’ value. 

We then conducted interviews with participating vendors, to understand their role, 
experience with program processes, and coordination with SDG&E staff.  

Throughout the process, we spoke with various SDG&E staff for program-specific and 
portfolio-level evaluations. This included follow-up interviews with program managers, 
and interviews with others involved in program processes, including application 
processing, inspections, savings calculations, M&V, vendor coordination, CPUC 
coordination, database management, and website development. We also reviewed 
various materials, including program-specific documents (e.g., policy manuals, program 
implementation plans, logic models), and other related documents (e.g.,  2006-08 
Process Evaluation report, CA Strategic Plan). 

Finally, we spoke with stakeholders outside of SDG&E, including implementation 
contractors and CPUC staff. 
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Data Collection Activity Timeframe  Key Research Issues No. of Data 
Points 

General kick off meeting, followed by small 
group or one-on-one interviews with 
program managers and assistants, policy 
advisors, Account Executive supervisors, 
operations manager, M&V manager, data 
management staff, and other SDG&E staff. 
Implementation Contractors were also 
interviewed outside of SDG&E.  

May 4-5 2011 Goals of process evaluation 
(developed with staff), overview of 
programs and portfolio-level issues, 
current challenges, research 
questions, references (program or 
portfolio materials), additional 
interviews to obtain 

27 SDG&E staff, 
2 third party 
implementation 
contractors 

Account executive forums 
September 
2011 

Marketing, coordination with other 
departments, program processes, 
challenges 

10 AEs in forum 

Segment advisor forums 
September 
2011 

Roles, marketing analysis, 
challenges, coordination with other 
SDG&E staff 

3 in forum 

Participating customer surveys 
Oct. – Nov. 
2011 

Program awareness and interest,  
satisfaction with program elements 
and overall 

449 

Nonparticipating customer surveys and 
near participant interviews 

Oct. – Nov. 
2011 

Program awareness, interest in 
participating in programs 135 

Participating and nonparticipating vendor 
interviews 

Nov. 2011 – 
Jan. 2012 

Reasons for vendor and customer 
participation, marketing, program 
processes, awareness of programs 

~45 unique 
vendors 

Follow-up interviews with program 
managers and implementation contractors 

May 2011 – 
January 2012 

Portfolio-level issues, details on 
program specifics 12 

Interviews with other SDG&E staff, 
including engineers, IT, inspections, vendor 
alliance team, rebate processing, measure 
developer, marketing 

May 2011- 
January 2012 

Portfolio-level issues, role, 
challenges, recommendations 

~14 

Interview with CPUC regulatory staff 
Jan. 2012 Review CPUC perspective of 

regulatory requirements 
1 

Contractor ride alongs 

Sept. 2011 Contractor marketing approach, 
tracking systems, customer reaction 
to program, contractor 
thoroughness 

2 

Review of program materials, including 
PIPs, policy manuals, logic models, 
application flowcharts, 2006-08 process 
evaluation results 

May 2011 – 
Jan. 2012 

Understanding program processes 

Various 

Review of portfolio related documents: 
PPMs, Strategic Plan, Potential Goals and 
Targets draft 

May 2011 – 
Jan. 2012 

Understanding portfolio-level 
processes and context Various 

Figure 6 – Summary of SDG&E Data Collection Activities 
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The evaluation team assessed each of the 9 programs against industry defined best 
practices. The term “Best Practice” refers to the business practices that, when 
compared with other business practices used to address similar processes, produces 
superior results.   

This assessment is an update to the best practices review from the SDG&E 2006-2008 
Non-Residential Evaluation. As each evaluation chapter of this report contains an 
updated best practice review assessing individual adherence to industry best practices, 
this section will also include programs not covered in the 2006-2008 review.  

The National Best Practices Study2 identified eighteen cross-cutting best practices 
developed from analysis of nonresidential programs across the country, shown in 
Section 4.1.  These best practices are grouped into three main areas: Program theory 
and design, program management (including reporting and tracking and Quality 
Control), and program implementation (including the participation process and 
marketing). Under each area, the evaluation team briefly describes each applicable best 
practice questions and how they apply to energy efficiency programs. Following these 
brief descriptions, the evaluation team also provides a description of the data collection 
activities used to support the best practices assessment. This section concludes with an 
overview of the best practices findings at the SDG&E portfolio level, including a 
summary table.  

We present a more detailed assessment of best practices in each program chapter in 
Attachment 2, including our reasoning supporting the assessment in the summary table 
and a comparison to the “Historical” best practices assessment conducted as part of the 
2006-08 process evaluation. 

 

 

Is the program design effective and based on sound rationale?  Is the local market well 
understood? 

                                                      

 
2
 Volume S – Crosscutting Best Practices and Project Summary.  Quantum Consulting.  December 2004.  This study 

was managed by Pacific Gas and Electric Company under the auspices of the California Public Utility Commission in 
association with the California Energy Commission, San Diego Gas and Electric, Southern California Edison, and 
Southern California Gas Company. 
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Programs should have a clear stated program theory to facilitate efficient program 
evaluation and evolution by providing a foundation for assessing progress towards 
goals. Likewise, programs should strive to understand the market within which the 
program operates.  This understanding will allow programs to develop a more effective 
relationship with relevant market actors and recognize which lessons from other areas 
transfer to the local market and which ones do not. 

 

Are responsibilities defined and understood? Is there adequate staffing? 

Programs with multiple entities involved, such as technical support contractors, must 
provide clear lines of responsibility and communication protocols.  As much as possible, 
processes should appear integrated and seamless. In addition, programs should ensure 
that adequate staff support exists to properly manage program activities, regardless of 
whether the program relies on in-house staff or contractors to provide that support. 

Are data easy to track and report? Are all routine functions automated as practical? 

Programs should clearly articulate the data requirements needed to measure success 
and develop useful reporting and tracking systems in a cost-effective manner. Likewise, 
automated routine tasks (e.g. standardized reports, automated notification procedures) 
build in quality control checks and allow staff time for more strategically important 
tasks.  Programs should utilize regular check-in and progress milestones to ensure that 
project status is known on a timely basis. 

Does the program manager have a strong relationship with vendors involved in the 
project? Does the program verify the accuracy of application data, invoices, and 
incentives to ensure the reporting system is recording actual installations by target 
market? Are customers satisfied with the product? 

Programs should vary the level of inspection or quality assurance depending on 
complexity of the project and past relationship with the vendor.  Standard measures 
installed by known vendors are likely to need less rigorous quality control and 
verification than higher risk measures.  Programs with no control over vendors may 
need more quality control-oriented inspection. Also, programs should ensure that 
quality products are incented through the program.  For example, energy efficiency 
programs in California and throughout the U.S. have installed poor quality lighting 
fixtures, resulting in dissatisfied customers that are more wary of high efficiency lighting 
in the future.  Programs should utilize customer satisfaction surveys to identify 
unanticipated problems or benefits related to a particular product. Timely 
implementation of these surveys is important in order to quickly correct any identified 
problems. 
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Is participation simple? Are participation strategies multi-pronged and inclusive? Does 
program provide quick, timely feedback to participants? Is participation part of routine 
transactions?  

Programs should implement an easy, simplified participation process, as this will 
facilitate participation of both customers and vendors.  Both customers and vendors 
commonly choose not to participate in eligible programs due to the perceived 
complexity of the participation process.  

Likewise, programs that implement multi-pronged outreach strategies are more likely to 
allow market actors to participate in a variety of ways.  The exact mix of activities will 
vary depending on the unique circumstances of an individual program’s environment. 
Programs that make participation part of an existing transaction or creating one-stop 
shopping for an energy efficiency measure help integrate energy efficiency into the 
market. Finally, fast turnaround and good service often drive both vendors’ and 
participants’ satisfaction with the program.  

Does the program facilitate participation through the use of Internet/electronic means? 
Does the program offer a single point of contact for their customers?  

Programs that leverage the Internet (i.e. online downloads, electronic application 
processing, installation reports) can improve program responsiveness and reduce 
administration cost.  In addition, projects are more effectively managed through a single 
point of contact, particularly those involving complex system upgrades or long timelines.   

Are incentive levels well understood and appropriate? 

Programs should set incentive levels to maximize net program impacts (i.e., program 
impacts attributable to the program interventions and adjusted for measure realization)  
and adjust incentive levels based on market demand and tie incentives to performance.     

Does the program use targeted marketing strategies? Are products stocked and 
advertised? Are vendors and utility staff trained to enhance marketing? 

Programs should use targeted messages at particular customers and vendors and 
alternative information delivery channels in order to maximize participation. In addition, 
for measures that are typically installed by customers, programs should provide 
marketing support to retail channels (e.g., in-store advertising materials, co-operative 
advertising funds). Likewise, in many markets, consumers rely on vendors as their chief 
source of information about products. These vendors can be an effective “on-the-
ground” sales force for the program.  To keep private sector marketing efforts effective, 
programs should provide outreach and offer training on program details to the 
applicable vendors. 
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Our Best Practice review of the current SDG&E programs consisted of a detailed review 
of several Best Practice frameworks. These included the 2004 National EE Best Practices 
Study, the 2006-2008 Non-Residential Evaluation, and materials from 
www.eebestpractices.com website. After our review, we matched the current programs 
to those assessed in the previous 2006-2008 evaluation in order to provide a historical 
comparison of program performance. In addition, we used these resources to determine 
best practices for those programs not previously assessed.  

We assessed whether each program was currently meeting the best practice standard 
(noting, as necessary, where the standard was not applicable or the practice was not 
researched given the information available), by reviewing the evaluation team 
interviews with program staff (including program managers, account managers, and 
vendor outreach specialists), participating vendors, and program participants.. 

 

The best practice research findings are summarized for the portfolio in Figure 7.  

Program design: Almost all of the SDG&E programs follow documented designs and 
procedures according to the evaluated best practices. They are fashioned around sound 
program theory, and only the Deemed program is lacking some of the market 
awareness needed to better target its offerings.  

Program implementation: Likewise, the implementation of the SDG&E programs is 
often meeting best practices. With few exceptions, the program participation process 
(including the application) is reasonably simple, part of routine transactions, and offers a 
single point of contact for participants. Likewise, programs implement targeted 
marketing and conduct outreach to and education of both SDG&E staff and applicable 
vendors. Programs also frequently use the Internet to facilitate participation in the 
program through downloadable applications and program materials. The only aspect of 
program implementation not frequently following best practice is providing quick 
feedback to participants; the Deemed, SaveGas, Comprehensive Industrial Energy 
Efficiency (CIEE), and Energy Savings Bid (ESB – also known as Local Nonresidential Bid) 
programs do not consistently provide timely feedback to their participants. 

Program operation: SDG&E internal program management is not consistently operating 
according to best practices. While most programs have adequate staffing (the Deemed 
and Calculated programs are exceptions), have standardized quality control (QC) 
procedures, and maintain solid relationships with the applicable vendors, there are 
other gaps. Specifically, our evaluation indicates that responsibilities are not clearly 
defined or understood for the Deemed, Comprehensive Industrial, OBF, and Calculated 
programs. Likewise, the Deemed, Calculated, CIEE, and Direct Install programs do not 
include comprehensive data tracking, which subsequently inhibits the automation of 
routine program functions

http://www.eebestpractices.com/
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Best Practice Yes No Maybe Not Applicable Not Researched 

Is the program design effective and based on sound rationale? 

Deemed 
Prem Eff Cool 

RCx 
SaveGas 

CIEE 
OBF 

Calculated 
ESB 

Direct Install 

    

Is the local market well understood? 

Prem Eff Cool 
RCx 
OBF 

Calculated 
ESB 

Direct Install 

Deemed SaveGas  CIEE 

Are responsibilities defined and understood? 

HVAC Tune-Up 
RCx 

SaveGas 
ESB 

Direct Install 

Deemed 
CIEE 
OBF 

Calculated 

   

Is there adequate staffing? 

HVAC Tune-Up 
RCx 

SaveGas 
CIEE 
OBF 
ESB 

Direct Install 

 
Deemed 

Calculated 
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Best Practice Yes No Maybe Not Applicable Not Researched 

Are data easy to track and report? 

HVAC Tune-Up 
RCx 

SaveGas 
OBF 
ESB 

 

Deemed 
CIEE 

Direct Install 
Calculated   

Are all routine functions automated as practical? 

HVAC Tune-Up 
RCx 
OBF 

CIEE 
Calculated 

ESB 
Direct Install 

Deemed 
SaveGas 

  

Does the program manager have a strong relationship with 
vendors involved in the project? 

Deemed 
HVAC Tune-Up 

RCx 
Calculated 

ESB 
Direct Install 

CIEE 
OBF 

SaveGas 
   

Does the program verify the accuracy of application data, 
invoices, and incentives to ensure the reporting system is 
recording actual installations by target market? 

Deemed 
HVAC Tune-Up 

RCx 
OBF 

Calculated 
Direct Install ESB 

 

 SaveGas  
CIEE 

 

Are customers satisfied with the product? 

OBF 
Calculated 

ESB 
Direct Install 

 SaveGas  

Deemed 
HVAC Tune-Up 

RCx 
CIEE 
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Best Practice Yes No Maybe Not Applicable Not Researched 

Is participation simple? 

RCx 
SaveGas 

OBF 
ESB 

Direct Install 

Deemed 
HVAC Tune-Up 

Calculated 
CIEE  

Are participation strategies multi-pronged and inclusive? 

Deemed 
HVAC Tune-Up 

RCx 
CIEE 

Calculated 
ESB 

Direct Install 

SaveGas 
 

 OBF  

Does program provide quick, timely feedback to participants? 

RCx 
Calculated 

Direct Install 

Deemed 
CIEE 
ESB 

SaveGas 
 

OBF HVAC Tune-Up 

Is participation part of routine transactions? 

Deemed 
HVAC Tune-Up 

OBF 
Calculated 

SaveGas 
ESB 

 

RCx 
CIEE 

Direct Install 
 

Does the program facilitate participation through the use of 
Internet/electronic means? 

Deemed 
HVAC Tune-Up 

CIEE 
Calculated 

Direct Install 
RCx 

OBF 
SaveGas 

ESB 
  

Does the program offer a single point of contact for their 
customers? 

HVAC Tune-Up 
RCx 

SaveGas 
Calculated 

ESB 
Direct Install 

 
CIEE 
OBF 

 Deemed 
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Best Practice Yes No Maybe Not Applicable Not Researched 

Are incentive levels well understood and appropriate? 

RCx 
ESB 

Direct Install 
CIEE 

Deemed 
HVAC Tune-Up 

Calculated 

SaveGas 
OBF 

 

Does the program use targeted marketing strategies? 

Deemed 
HVAC Tune-Up 

RCx 
CIEE 

Calculated 
ESB 

Direct Install 

 SaveGas OBF  

Are products stocked and advertised?    

RCx 
SaveGas 

CIEE 
OBF 

Calculated 
ESB 

Direct Install 

Deemed 
HVAC Tune-Up 

Are vendors and utility staff trained to enhance marketing? 

Deemed 
HVAC Tune-Up 

RCx 
Calculated 

ESB 
Direct Install 

 SaveGas OBF CIEE 

Figure 7: Best Practices Findings Summary for SDG&E Nonresidential Programs 
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This chapter presents regulatory requirements and how they affect day-to-day operations at 
SDG&E. It also presents how the following statewide initiatives impact day-to-day operations, 
and how they could be used to guide portfolio and/or program changes in the future. 

 

Across the Demand Side Management (DSM) portfolio, the CPUC has set forth regulatory 
requirements to which Sempra program managers and other program staff must adhere. These 
requirements are in addition to requirements set forth by the Sempra legal department. The 
requirements are in place to ensure public transparency of the DSM programs and have a range 
of objectives, including ensuring the programs are consistent across the IOUs; facilitating 
regular, accurate and consistent reporting of program accomplishments; support broader 
statewide energy efficiency initiatives; and report on progress toward statewide strategic goals 
and objectives.  

The resource intensity of compliance with regulatory requirements arose as a portfolio-level 
research issue during initial interviews with Sempra staff. Sempra policy advisors indicated the 
complexity of the requirements creates difficulties and confusion for program staff. Program 
staff expressed meeting the regulatory requirements involves extensive time and effort, and 
often questioned the value of this time and level of work commitment. CPUC staff indicated the 
requirements are necessary for that state’s long-term energy efficiency goals. The CPUC does 
not see the requests as extraordinary to the daily activities of the programs.  

 

The evaluation team undertook some focused research to explore the rationale, resource 
commitments, and benefits of the requirements with Sempra program staff and CPUC ED staff. 
Because regulatory issues affect both SoCalGas and SDG&E, we researched this topic 
concurrently at both utilities. The team focused on two programs, SoCalGas Calculated and 
SDG&E Deemed, by conducting two project case studies in each program. The analyses 
included review of application materials, interviews with program management staff, AEs, 
engineers, and customers, and four-week resource logs of the two program managers’ time 
spent on all regulatory requirements. We also reviewed findings from interviews conducted 
with program staff for the other programs addressed by the broader nonresidential portfolio 
evaluation. Finally, we interviewed one representative from the CPUC. We also attempted to 
interview an additional CPUC representative, but were unsuccessful in making contact. 

Through the process evaluation, our research included:  
 Understanding the regulatory requirements and priorities that impact program staff, AEs, 

engineering, and customers 
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 Determining the objective/intent of the requirements, and to what extent those are 
being met through these requirements 

 Estimating the amount of time spent by program managers on regulatory requirements 
 Weighing the benefits of each regulatory requirement versus the resources consumed by 

the IOUs (and others) to track requirements 
 Identifying recommendations for improving the regulatory reporting process to increase 

the benefits associated with them and/or reduce the burden on SDG&E staff of tracking 
them  

The following table summarizes data collection activities, including interviews conducted and 
materials reviewed.  

 

Target for Data 
Collection 

Data 
Collection 

Mode 

Date)  Key Research Issues No. of Data 
Points 

Source of 
Sample 

SoCalGas Policy 
Advisors 

Interview 
5/3/11 and 
11/16/11 

Regulatory 
requirements, 
communicating these 
to program staff 

4 advisors 
interviewed 
(1 twice) 

Sempra 
process 
evaluation 
manager 

SDG&E Policy 
Advisors 

Interview 5/4/11 

Regulatory 
requirements, 
communicating these 
to program staff 

3 advisors 
interviewed 

Sempra 
process 
evaluation 
manager 

SoCalGas 
Calculated 
Program 
Manager 

Interview 11/17/11 

Review internal 
application process 
update; Document 
regulatory requirement 
demands; Track 
completed project 
through current 
process 

3 

Sempra 
process 
evaluation 
manager 

SoCalGas 
Calculated 
Program 
Manager 

Time 
Entry 

11/14/11to 
12/16/11 

Daily time required to 
complete regulatory 
tasks 

1 

Sempra 
process 
evaluation 
manager 

SoCalGas 
Calculated 
Program Manager 

Document 
Review 

11/17/11 

Review documentation 
of two completed 
SoCalGas calculated 
program projects 

2 

Sempra 
process 
evaluation 
manager 
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Target for Data 
Collection 

Data 
Collection 

Mode 

Date)  Key Research Issues No. of Data 
Points 

Source of 
Sample 

SDG&E Deemed 
Program 
Manager 

Interview 11/17/11 

Review internal 
application process 
update; Document 
regulatory requirement 
demands; Track 
completed project 
through current 
process 

2 

Sempra 
process 
evaluation 
manager 

SDG&E Deemed 
Program 
Manager 

Time 
Entry 

11/14/11to 
12/16/11 

Daily time required to 
complete regulatory 
tasks 

1 

Sempra 
process 
evaluation 
manager 

SDG&E 
Segment 
Supervisor 

Interview 12/7/11 
Review “Customer 
Experience Process 
Map” initiative  

1 
SoCalGas 
Policy 
Advisor 

SoCalGas 
Calculated 
Program 
Customer 

Interview 
12/8/11 and 
12/21/11 

Document application 
process demands 

2 

SoCalGas 
Calculated 
Program 
Manager 

SoCalGas 
Calculated 
Program AE 

Interview 12/16/11 
Document application 
process and regulatory 
requirement demands 

2 

SoCalGas 
Calculated 
Program 
Manager 

SoCalGas 
Engineering 
Staff 

Interview 12/14/11 
Document application 
process and regulatory 
requirement demands 

1 

SoCalGas 
Calculated 
Program 
Manager 

CPUC Energy 
Division 
Representative 

Interview 1/19/12 

Review CPUC 
perspective of 
regulatory 
requirements 

1 

Sempra 
process 
evaluation 
manager 

Figure 8 – Regulatory Data Collection Activities (done concurrently at SoCalGas and SDG&E) 

 

Results of our research are presented here. We selected a subset of requirements that are the 
most time consuming for staff to fulfill and/or present the opportunity to streamline to allow 
more time to directly serve customers and improve programs. Overall, the regulatory 
requirements are well intended, but the execution of the requirements does not always fulfill 
the original goal. Likewise, there is a tension between meeting regulatory requirements while 
maintaining efficiently functioning programs. This tension is exemplified by the program 
implementation plans (PIPs), which have become incrementally overloaded with important 
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strategic and regulatory information, making it difficult to use them as a tool to understand the 
basics about how a program is being run.  

Below we present details around our investigation of several of the regulatory reporting 
requirements with which program staff routinely deal. 

 

In Decision 09-09-047 in September 2009, the CPUC required the IOUs to include benchmarking 
as standard practice in the commercial and governmental energy efficiency programs. The 
requirement supports the July 2012 implementation of AB 531 which requires the 
benchmarking of all commercial buildings involved in real estate transactions. The CPUC 
believes accurate, thorough benchmarking can yield a powerful database which will help 
improve the overall energy efficiency portfolio. In the decision, the CPUC increased program 
budgets to accommodate the requirement.  

Following the decision, the CPUC clarified that the IOUs should exclusively use EPA’s Energy Star 
Portfolio Manager for all benchmarking. Portfolio Manager is an interactive energy 
management tool that tracks and assesses energy and water usage in a building or across many 
buildings. It contains a built-in financial tool that compares cost savings across buildings and 
calculates cost savings for energy conservation projects. Customers can also track changes in 
energy consumption over time and can apply for awards for increasing energy efficiency at their 
facilities. In addition, customers can enter their account numbers, so that billing data is 
automatically uploaded, facilitating energy tracking. Another party (e.g., vendor, AE) could also 
set this up on behalf of the customer, if the customer fills out a form to allow this.  

Currently, the CPUC is undergoing a broader study of benchmarking. Consequently, the 
evaluation team reduced the scope of research on this topic. Of outstanding note in the team’s 
findings, confusion exists as to whether benchmarking is actually a CPUC requirement. 
According to most reports from staff, SoCalGas has dropped the benchmarking requirement for 
participation in programs, but SDG&E still requires it. However, at least one vendor we 
interviewed that participates in both SDG&E and SoCalGas programs reported that SDG&E has 
dropped benchmarking, but SoCalGas still requires it. Because this is the reverse of our 
understanding, the policy is not clear to stakeholders.  

The database that informs Portfolio Manager’s default values is EIA’s Commercial Building 
Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS). The survey is conducted on a quadrennial basis collecting 
the characteristics and energy use information of commercial buildings with a sample size of 
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5000-7000 buildings. In April 2011, EIA announced that it will not publish complete data tables 
from the 2007 CBECS or release a public use file, as the data collected was not considered 
credible. Further, EIA has suspended work on the 2011 CBECS due to FY 2011 funding cuts3. This 
means that the Portfolio Manager will continue to use 2003 data for default values until 2014, 
when the results of 2012 CBECS are expected to be first available. This time gap is likely to 
make the default values even less relevant, and further increase the necessity of reliable 
reporting from customers. 

SDG&E requires all customers to submit a copy of their “Statement of Energy Performance” 
from ENERGY STAR® to receive rebates or incentives.  To facilitate  the process, SDG&E held 
nine (9) benchmarking workshops across the service territory.  In addition SDG&E has setup a 
helpdesk to answer questions and facilitate the process.  Employees that interface with 
customers have been trained on the ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager.   

According to SoCalGas senior staff, SoCalGas encourages customers to benchmark their 
facilities but does not require it.    Six benchmarking workshops were held across the service 
territory.  SoCalGas has developed and distributed a benchmarking factsheet and a step-by-step 
guide to commercial customers.  A helpdesk has been setup to answer questions and facilitate 
the process.  Employees that interface with customers have been trained on the ENERGY STAR® 
Portfolio Manager.   

The evaluation team notes that the Portfolio Manager is currently undergoing an upgrade with 
a forecasted rollout of early 2013. The EPA has proposed that the upgrade include a more user-
friendly interface and added web services. The new user interface will mimic TurboTax® by 
fluidly guiding users through the data entry process, effectively eliminating the need for 
training on and understanding of the process4. These updates should mitigate some data entry 
issues.  

However, gathering and entering data will likely still be a significant effort. The information 
required for the benchmarking tool is fairly streamlined and simple. However, collecting 
accurate information requires a significant amount of time.  For example, the following inputs 
are required for a retail store5: 

_______ Gross floor area (SF) 

_______ Weekly operating hours 

_______ # of workers on main shift 

_______ # of personal computers 

                                                      

 
3
 Energy Information Administration.  “CBECS Status.” Web access Feb 2012;  <http://www.eia.gov/emeu/cbecs/> 

4
 Zatz, Mike. "A First Look at EPA's Portfolio Manager Upgrade." EPA. December 2011. Web access  Jan 2012 ; 

<http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=evaluate_performance.bus_portfoliomanager_upgrade> 

5
 Downloaded from http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=evaluate_performance.bus_portfoliomanager_benchmarking 

http://www.eia.gov/emeu/cbecs/
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=evaluate_performance.bus_portfoliomanager_upgrade
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_______ # of cash registers 

_______ # of walk-in refrigeration/freezer units 

_______ # of open & closed refrigeration/freezer cases 

_______ Percent of floor area that is cooled in 10% increments (10%, 20%, 30%, etc.) 

_______ Percent of floor area that is heated in 10% increments (10%, 20%, 30%, etc.) 

_______ Exterior entrance to the public – yes or no 

While this information may be available, it is generally not at the fingertips of the person filling 
out the benchmarking tool.  For example, the user may need to determine this information for 
smaller buildings; for larger buildings, some of this information may be available, but inputs 
that are not already known will take longer to gather. Also, the benchmarking tool user may not 
be present at the facility (e.g., property management company staff).  Some aspects are 
challenging or confusing (e.g., parking energy should be excluded if the area is not included on 
the meter), which take time to understand or lead to inaccurate results if misunderstood. 
Overall, the customer may not think it is worth spending the time to collect accurate 
information, particularly for a small rebate or incentive. 

Benchmarking is considered a challenge for most program staff and vendors.  According to AEs 
and vendors, they (either AEs or vendors) generally enter the benchmarking data into the tool 
for customers.  Staff and vendor feedback was centered on  data entry difficulty and results 
validity.  The issues identified by SoCalGas and SDG&E staff and vendors are listed below: 

 Energy Star Portfolio Manager can be difficult to use and does not comprehensively 
address all relevant building types.  Users can enter data for all building types and view 
reports of energy intensity; however, users in excluded building types cannot receive an 
Energy Star score, which compares energy intensity of other buildings of the same type.  

 The data entry is complicated.  Most customers do not have an inventory of their 
equipment needed for data input.  Gathering the data is time consuming and can be 
difficult to obtain.   

 Customers turn to AEs and vendors when they struggle to complete the benchmarking.   
AEs and vendors input default values into the tool, because the actual data is not easily 
accessible.    

 Some customers are reluctant to sign the permission form to grant permission to a 3rd 
party to access their billing data for benchmarking. A vendor serving multi-family 
buildings noted, “The way the [permission forms for benchmarking access] are worded 
does not generate trust from a tenant’s perspective, so they do not always get filled 
out.” 

 Inputting default values into the tool takes at least 30 minutes; inputting actual data can 
take several hours per facility.   

 The benchmarking score is meaningless when customers input default values into the 
tool.  The results often make little sense and are rarely used again. 
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 Benchmarking has stopped at least a few customers from participating in the programs.   
 Portfolio Manager is not well equipped to handle gas equipment. 
 There is no method of tracking which sites have been benchmarked, so customers may 

have to submit again for additional EE projects. However, one SDG&E staff noted there 
is a field in CRM to track which accounts have been benchmarked, and that processing 
staff have been instructed to mark it. 

As positive feedback on benchmarking from SDG&E staff and vendors: One SDG&E AE noted 
that one of her “big box” chain accounts found benchmarking useful, because it allowed them 
to compare across facilities. The Retrocommissioning 3P implementer and the RCx providers 
indicate that the ENERGY STAR® Performance Benchmark is a positive program requirement, as 
it allows for more meaningful comparison between projects. The 3P implementer also feels that 
the requirement forces the facility owner to take responsibility early on in the project 
development – leading to more customer engagement and commitment.  However, the RCx 
program implementer reported some multi-family projects are not able to complete the 
benchmarking requirement, because they cannot access individually metered data. 

We asked customers about benchmarking during our participant surveys.  Half of respondents 
(48% and 49% for SDG&E and SoCalGas, respectively) set up the benchmarking tool themselves, 
while 52% and 51% reported that “someone else” did it (N=193 and 121, respectively, for the 
completed survey question).  Across both SDG&E and SoCalGas participant respondents, a 
higher fraction reported “someone else” for incentive type programs (ESB, Calculated) than for 
Direct Install and Deemed, likely because AEs and vendors are more involved in these 
programs.   

Regarding Portfolio Manager’s usefulness among customers, high percentages of both SDG&E 
and SoCalGas participants(64% and 74%, respectively) reported that they had reviewed results 
provided by the benchmarking tool established for their property (N=188 SDG&E, N=114 
SoCalGas).  For each program addressed in our survey, more participants had than had not 
reviewed benchmarking results.   This trend was most dramatic for incentive-type programs at 
SDG&E and the Comprehensive Audit and Calculated programs at SoCalGas.  A breakdown of 
responses to this question addressing benchmarking results review, in total and by program, is 
provided below in Figure 9 (SDG&E) and Figure 10 (SoCalGas). 
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Figure 9 – SDG&E Participant Review of Benchmarking Results, by Program 
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Figure 10: SoCalGas Participant Review of Benchmarking Results, by Program 

 

Our findings of customer interest in their property’s benchmarking results are encouraging, and 
the CPUC benchmarking study will provide more comprehensive data on the value of 
benchmarking to customers.  On the implementation side, our findings indicate that vendors, 
AEs and program staff see benchmarking as an additional burden and do not see its benefit to 
their customers. There may be improvements that can be made to Portfolio Manager to 
streamline necessary data entry efforts, as well as to increase proficiency in its use among 
utility staff that provide benchmarking support to customers, together reducing burdens on 
program personnel while increasing benefits and value to customers. 

Benchmarking can be a very useful tool for customers (for tracking their energy savings and 
facility energy usage), and for utilities and the State (to understand energy use, savings 
potential, the results of codes, standards, and programs, and more).  Many customers 
expressed interest in the results of the benchmarking tool.    

However, the benchmarking tool is complex and cumbersome, and it takes significant time to 
complete accurately.  Consequently, it is not enthusiastically encouraged by the utility and is 
currently a lost opportunity. Most customers benchmark their facility to complete the 
requirement to receive the rebate or incentive.  Many pass the task to AEs or vendors, and 
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default values are often used (instead of actual values), because of lack of information or time.  
Unless customers have bought into the idea of benchmarking and want to incorporate the 
information into their facility management practices, it is not a useful tool to them.   

For customers that want to participate in benchmarking, SDG&E and SoCalGas could include the 
benchmarking data entry into audit programs.  For comprehensive audit programs, much of the 
necessary data should be collected during the audit phase.  An automatic upload of the data 
would facilitate the process for the customer. 

Technical assistance incentives could be offered for customers that pay to have their facilities 
benchmarked.  This facilitates accurate data collection and meaningful benchmarking scores for 
a reasonable cost.   

For customers that are actively using the benchmarking tool to increase energy savings over an 
extended period of time, SDG&E and SoCalGas could offer incentives or awards for reducing 
their energy consumption by 20%.  

All of these recommendations would help build up the database for specific types of facilities 
and climate zones, and identify some of the more cumbersome aspects of the tool for 
improvement. 

Reliable benchmarking data would be of great value for the utility as well, and could help to 
focus future program outreach activities. Regular education and training workshops to 
communicate its true value could be offered to customers, as well SDG&E internal staff, AEs, 
and vendors. This would help break some of the barriers mentioned earlier and create a more 
accepting environment for the revised user interface when it is rolled out in 2013. 

 

Around the early to mid-2000s, the CPUC ordered the utilities to more formally coordinate their 
programs and offer statewide consistent programs. The CPUC decided the program portfolios 
of the four IOUs were too complex and proposed the IOUs participate in a select number of 
core statewide programs consistent with the Strategic Plan. After several incarnations, the 
statewide program offerings include Deemed and Calculated programs for commercial, 
agricultural, and industrial customers for the nonresidential sector. There are some basic 
requirements that the programs stay consistent across the utilities, including rebate levels, 
savings calculation methodology, and prescriptive savings values. Utilities maintain some 
flexibility to serve the unique needs of their customer base. For example, the utilities can tailor 
their marketing strategies and application processes.  

In theory, the coordination would promote customer participation through clearer, simpler, 
and more consistent core program processes. The coordination would also enhance and 
normalize the experience of customers with locations across the service territories. The utility 
collaboration would also foster efficiency in program design and delivery, as well as efficiency 
for vendors that serve customers across service territories.  

The utilities have used statewide coordination meetings as one method to maintain 
consistency. Some programs, such as HVAC, have stronger coordination than others by 
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necessity of the program.  However, a non-program SDG&E staff member mentioned that other 
changes have been less well coordinated and not communicated to non-program staff. For 
example, rebate levels for nonresidential lighting measures increased unexpectedly at one 
utility, which caused vendors to reduce their focus on SDG&E projects and work more in the 
other utility’s territory. Reportedly, this change was either not discussed during statewide 
coordination meetings, or the SDG&E program staff did not disseminate the information to 
other SDG&E staff that it would affect, which would have allowed them time to plan ahead.  

For the nonresidential programs, there are separate Commercial, Agricultural and Industrial 
calls.  For Sempra utilities, that structure does not align with how they run their programs.  For 
example, at both SoCalGas and SDG&E, Deemed and Calculated cross sectors, creating 
redundancy. The extent to which utilities effectively coordinate their programs is a function of 
the length of time utility staff have held their jobs and worked together, how the utility is 
structured, and if staff from each utility hold similar roles and levels of authority.  

The statewide coordination has advantages and disadvantages. Some Sempra staff members 
find that the extra time they spend preparing for and attending meetings does not justify the 
value that is created for the programs. Coordinating across utilities can also be difficult, since 
the IOUs have differing corporate structures and interpretations of the CPUC directives. 
Although the IOUs have standardized incentives and measure mixes, each IOU has its own 
application documents, process, and program marketing and branding. Moreover, some IOUs 
do not implement certain programs. For example, SoCalGas does not have a direct install 
program. IOU coordination breaks down and is often nonexistent for such programs.  

Some Sempra staff question the purpose and effectiveness of the statewide coordination 
meetings. Though they are helpful for reviewing the status of each IOU’s program, the meetings 
often lack leadership and direction and occur too frequently.  For each meeting, the program 
managers must prepare discussions of the PPMs and any measure-specific issues.  Gathering 
the data takes resources away from program management and implementation, which is 
already stretched thin. Some program staff believes that monthly meetings are unnecessary. 
Some suggested quarterly or as-needed meetings as a solution, because the IOUs will have 
more information to share, and the meetings will be more productive.  

Within each Sempra utility, program staff are not always clear who should participate in and 
lead the statewide coordination meetings. Some of the programs have a lead IOU who prepares 
agendas and action items, but others, such as the Calculated programs, do not. For SoCalGas, 
the program managers pull the PPM data out of the CRM database prior to the calls. However, 
program managers will sometimes skip the meetings if conflicts arise and delegate assistant 
staff as representatives. According to the SoCalGas Deemed program staff, the meetings tend 
to focus on electric savings, and SoCalGas often has no contribution to the discussions. Within 
SDG&E, the program managers give the PPM information to segment advisors prior to the calls. 
One program manager is not sure who from SDG&E actually participates in the calls, and the 
program manager does not receive feedback following the calls.  

Program staff feel limited by the requirement that they must offer the same incentive levels, 
since they feel that their markets differ and may justify higher incentives in some cases. In 
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addition, the inflexibility of the statewide programs makes it more difficult to properly adjust 
program roles of non-statewide programs (which are generally different at each IOU). For 
example, one suggestion made by this evaluation team for the SDG&E Energy Savings Bid 
program was to move simple lighting measures to Deemed, but increase rebate levels for large 
energy savings projects; this last component of the recommendation is restricted by statewide 
rules.  There are also hurdles to adding measures in one utility that the others do not offer. In 
the SDG&E Deemed program, if the program wants to add a measure that other IOUs have not 
included, SDG&E must formally document the rationale, costs, and savings; and track the 
differences in program reporting.  

Staff generally view coordination as a burden that limits flexibility. There are incremental 
improvements that could be made to ease the burden and improve the value of statewide 
coordination that we offer in the recommendations section below. We did not resolve the 
question of whether the benefits of maintaining consistent programs across the IOUs warrants 
the limitations on flexibility within service territories, but it is a question that may warrant 
further investigation. 

 

The Database for Energy Efficiency Resources (DEER) dates back many years and offers the 
state and energy efficiency programs nationwide a valuable resource for deemed savings 
values. Over time, programs across the nation have begun building their own similar databases, 
and the use of “deemed” savings has become more routine. 

In Decision 10-12-054, the CPUC established protocol to freeze the DEER 2008.2.05 ex ante 
measure savings. With a pending DEER update, the CPUC decided to use the “best available 
information” for current program cycle. The changes to the DEER database have caused several 
issues for the Sempra program portfolio.  

To date, the DEER database remains unrevised. In the absence of the updated measure savings 
data, Sempra cannot accurately analyze program performance. Sempra calculated program 
cost-effectiveness based on the current DEER values.  According to one portfolio manager, 
Sempra cannot readily do mid-program cost-effectiveness evaluations. The Sempra tracking 
system requires manual updates, and one solution would be an automated process. However, 
many Sempra staff members find the program processes overly complex, and the greater 
complexity decreases the efficacy of the programs.  Despite the lack of internal IT capability for 
an automated process, Sempra staff believe the issues have arisen because of the frequent 
changes imposed by the CPUC. 

The increased complexity of the programs also increases Sempra’s administrative costs. The 
CPUC has required IOUs to capture additional data fields to align with the level of detail in the 
DEER data. In the SDG&E Deemed program, SDG&E has modified the application to capture the 
additional data (e.g., actual Wattages of lighting, equipment serial numbers). The program has 
attempted to incorporate the additional data collection while considering the experience of the 
customers. Across the portfolio, the increase in collected data leads to more time spent on 
QA/QC of the applications and training of program staff and vendors.    
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Both Sempra staff and vendors question the accuracy and applicability of the DEER data. The 
vendors need reliable savings and incentive estimates when selling energy efficiency projects. 
The updates to DEER data create uncertainty in savings values. Additionally, despite having 
about 40,000 measures, the DEER savings values are often inaccurate. Various Sempra staff and 
vendors pointed out the operating hours within DEER do not apply consistently to all projects 
and often lead to unrealistic reductions in energy savings. For example, operating hours for all 
rooms in hotels are based on a weighted average (thus heavily skewed towards guest rooms), 
even for projects done on rooms operating 24/7. Similarly, the types of facilities in DEER are 
limited, so facilities are often “shoehorned” into the closest fit, leading to inaccuracies in 
operating hours and other characteristics.  Also, one SDG&E staff reported that the actual 
facility values are used for OBF, which can differ from the assumptions used for the partnering 
rebate / incentive program (i.e., DEER values).   

Senior-level program management and at least one non-program SDG&E staff member believe 
the data requirements and changes shift much of the program burden onto the vendors.  As a 
result, vendors are less likely to participate in the programs, because they do not always 
understand the appropriate data to use for their savings calculations. The vendors are removed 
from the CPUC decision and become frustrated with Sempra. The vendors, who are the initial 
and ongoing contact with customers for many programs, express their dissatisfaction with 
Sempra and the programs to the customers. Furthermore, the customer is asked to be the 
“Project Sponsor” by vendors, which results in the customer assuming the risk associated with 
the ultimate size of the incentive or rebate. 

Other utility staff generally view DEER as an increasingly complex database with uncertain 
values. The intentions of the CPUC to use the best available data are justified, but the 
uncertainty has created apprehension regarding portfolio performance. Additional investigation 
may look into the effect of DEER complexity and uncertainty on program performance, 
specifically vendor and customer participation levels.  

 

Previous evaluations have classified the application processes as a significant barrier to 
program participation. The applications are complex, tedious, and completed manually, and the 
processes take a long time. For instance, the application process for Calculated program 
projects can take more than a year from initial site audit to incentive payout.  

Although Sempra has addressed some of the issues, program staff at both utilities feels the 
application process is burdensome in general. For Deemed projects, the customers and vendors 
do not always understand the necessary specifications required for certain measures. 
Customers have complained about the process, and senior program staff agrees the rebate 
process should be straightforward with quick turnaround. Sempra is considering development 
of a specifications database, which could mitigate much of the misunderstanding in the 
Deemed process.  
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Calculated projects require significantly more documentation and review. As one senior 
program manager noted, in order to meet CPUC EM&V requirements, Calculated project 
applications can be 100 or more pages, regardless of project size and incentive level. The 
additional requirements are in part an effort to address the issues surrounding ex post energy 
savings. The actual energy calculations are a relatively small portion of applications. AEs and 
vendors must compile the supporting documentation, including invoices, specification sheets, 
and, when applicable, M&V plans. Compiling the necessary paperwork can cause delays in the 
application process. According to a vendor coordinator, the vendors sometimes do not think 
the application burden is worth the incentive. 

One SDG&E AE noted application reviews use an iterative error resolution process. The reviews 
may only capture one error at a time, so the system can reject an application several times for 
misspellings, missing specification sheets, or unrecognizable model numbers. (The rebate 
processing department at SDG&E disagreed, and reported that all errors were identified before 
rejecting the application.) Despite a vendor or AE often leading the customer through the 
application, the processing department sometimes sends the disqualified application directly to 
the customer, as opposed to the AE or vendor. The customer does not always proactively 
correct the application or notify the appropriate party.  SDG&E staff believe that both issues are 
compounded by the high staff turnover rate in rebate processing, noted in the Organizational 
chapter    

The evaluation team reviewed two calculated program project case studies at SoCalGas for 
overall application process and regulatory activities. While this was only done for SoCalGas 
projects, the Calculated application processes are similar at both utilities, and the regulatory 
review is the same.  The evaluation team interviewed the program manager, AE, customer, and 
engineering staff associated with each project. The program manager selected two 
representative projects that have completed the application process. Both projects are 
completed retrofit projects with savings less than 200,000 therms, thus M&V was not needed. 
The evaluation team noted SoCalGas recently modified the application process to enhance the 
customer experience while meeting all regulatory requirements. SoCalGas completed the case 
studies using the now outdated process.  

According to the program manager, most projects do not encounter many regulatory barriers 
during the application process. However, AEs and vendors must collect a significant amount of 
data and documentation from the customers. The documents include invoices and specification 
sheets, of which one of the case studies had over 100 pages from several vendors. The AEs 
must review the invoices prior to submitting the applications, and the QA/QC staff checks them 
again for accuracy. 

The customers did not experience any unusual project delays and the CPUC did not select the 
custom project for in-process review. For the two case studies, the customers were pleased 
with the process and the level of communication and commitment from SoCalGas staff. One of 
the customers did express his surprise that the analysis only looked at a snapshot of the 
equipment and operations to calculate savings. He had expected a more rigorous measurement 
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plan and some longer-term verification. Again, SoCalGas did not require M&V because the 
project was less than 200,000 therms.  

The engineering team reviewed the projects and approved the energy savings calculations. 
Typically, the AEs will reach out to the engineering team via email to initiate projects. Because 
projects vary in size and scope, the engineering team does not have specific timelines for 
completion of reviews. According to one engineer, the workload generally is manageable, but 
the coordination with the various parties (e.g., vendors, AEs, 3rd parties) throughout the process 
can be cumbersome. Now, the engineers must coordinate with the CPUC on selected projects 
as well. Although the amount of time the coordination will take is unclear at this time, Sempra 
staff indicated it could be significant and cause project delays. However, a misunderstanding 
may exist between the CPUC and Sempra staff regarding the directive. Sempra staff members  
expressed the hassle in coordinating logistics and timing with the ED.  In proceeding A.08-07-
021, the CPUC states the IOU must only notify the ED of certain project events (e.g., pre-
installation inspections, spot measurements) during the project. After receiving notification, the 
ED notifies the IOU whether a representative will attend the event. The proceeding does not 
explicitly state the IOUs are responsible for coordinating event timing and logistics.  As 
described in more detail in Section 5.3.7, the CPUC requires that the utility create a custom 
measure and project archive (CMPA) as soon as possible after the project is either identified in 
the pre-application stage or the date of the customer's application to the IOU, whichever is 
earlier. The CPUC may choose projects from this list at any time for review, and the review 
duration is indeterminate.   

CRM did not select either project in our review for inspection, and the customers received their 
incentive checks for project completion. At the end of a project, the engineering team archives 
the project data. Because of the increased level of EM&V scrutiny in place with the new 
process, the engineering team now archives all project information, including email and 
telephone correspondence with AEs, customers, vendors, and the CPUC. Engineering must keep 
the records for several years, in case the CPUC requires the information for post-cycle 
evaluations.  

During the CPUC’s in-process reviews, the project disqualifications generally come from 
technicalities, as opposed to inaccurate engineering calculations. This indicates that Sempra 
should attempt to recognize technicalities prior to developing a potential project. The CPUC can 
classify projects as free riders, and the engineers cannot appeal those decisions on behalf of the 
customer (despite the fact that all customers are ratepayers, and have contributed to the 
energy efficiency funds). The engineering team does see the earlier decision on project 
qualification as perhaps one benefit to the CPUC discretionary reviews.  

 

In 2008, the CPUC approved the California Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan (Strategic  
Plan) in Decision 08-09-040. Last updated in January 2011, the state's EE strategic plan was 
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conceived in late 2007 as a "framework for making energy efficiency a way of life in California 
by refocusing ratepayer-funded energy efficiency programs on achieving long-term savings 
through structural changes in the way CA's use energy."6 The Strategic Plan reflects broad 
stakeholder input and lays out a roadmap for energy efficiency through 2020 and beyond for 
broad economic sectors – residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural.  

The following describes how SDG&E nonresidential program efforts fit into the Strategic Plan7.  

 

                                                      

 
6
 CA Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan: January 2011 update, for the CPUC, by Engage 360. 

7
 California Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan. January 2011 update 

http://www.energy.ca.gov/ab758/documents/CAEnergyEfficiencyStrategicPlan_Jan2011.pdf . 

Strategic Plan Goal Strategies
Current 

Efforts
Potential Next  Steps

Instructional help for customers 

attempting to benchmark their facil ity 

or facil ities.  

 "Office hours" available for 

customers attempting to benchmark 

their facil ities. 

Service offering with a set fee per sq. 

ft. to input the data into Energy Star 

Portfolio Manager

Incentives or awards for customers 

that increase their ES benchmarking 

score by 20%  over their base case

Work with lending agencies to create 

low-cost financing for longer term 

projects, similar to AARA funding 

sources.

Advertise current financing success 

stories in industry publications and 

local newspapers

Utility program that will  incentive 

energy finance consultants to help 

businesses secure low cost financing.

Create kickers for projects that install  

3 or more ECM types.  

For Large Projects (Greater than 

$750k), Allow Customers to Reserve 

funds for 9-12 months

Improve Utilization of Plug Load 

Technologies Within the Commercial 

Sector

ESB 
Create an Upstream Program to Add 

Plug Load Sensors to Equipment

Support California industry’s 

adoption of energy efficiency by 

integrating energy efficiency savings 

with achievement of GHG goals and 

other resource management 

objectives

Develop Coordinated Energy & 

Resource Management Program for 

CA's Industrial Sector, to Enhance Use 

of Energy Efficiency

ESB
Create a Pilot Program for the  Food 

Processing Sector.  

50% of existing buildings will  be 

equivalent to zero net energy 

buildings by 2030 through 

achievement of deep levels of energy 

efficiency and clean distributed 

generation.

Establish Mandatory energy and 

Carbon Labeling & Benchmarking

Mandatory 

Benchmarking 

for all  

Commercial 

Programs

Develop Effective Financial Tools for 

EE Improvements to Existing Buildings

On-Bill  

Financing

Develop Business Models and 

Supplier Infrastructure to Deliver 

Integrated and Comprehensive "One-

Stop" Energy Management Solutions

SaveGas, ESB 

http://www.energy.ca.gov/ab758/documents/CAEnergyEfficiencyStrategicPlan_Jan2011.pdf
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Figure 11: SDG&E Nonres Program Alignment with CA Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan 

In practice, program staff at the IOUs have varying degrees of knowledge regarding the 
Strategic Plan in general. Some are not familiar with it at all, others do not know how it relates 
to their program, and yet others are precisely aware of the Strategic Plan’s goals for their sector 
or market.  For example, of those aware of the plan and how it relates to their sector or market, 
four out of six SDG&E program staff report that they are in compliance and actively engaged 
with the goals outlined in the Strategic Plan. One staff believes that program managers are 
aware of the Strategic Plan, but are not focused on links to their program.  If added to their 
regular schedule of tasks, the program managers would be required to focus on the Strategic 
Plan. The other staff who mentioned that they were not following the strategies of the Strategic 
Plan are working to determine how to incorporate the Strategic Plan into their program. 

However, when the CPUC approved the Strategic Plan, it directed the Energy Division (not the 
IOUs) to develop a “process to track progress towards end points for program efforts and 
progress metrics.” A later decision (D. 09-09-047) noted that “defined end points” in this 
context refers to the “time-bound and quantitative milestones and targets included in the 
Strategic Plan, specifically the Big Bold Programmatic Initiatives on zero net energy buildings, as 
well as the other quantitative targets contained in the Strategic Plan” (D. 09-09-047 at 89). 

We also discuss how the Premium Efficiency Cooling (aka Nonres HVAC Quality Tune-up) 
program relates to the Strategic Plan, in the chapter on this program in Attachment 2. 

 

Decision 09-09-047 defined Program Performance Metrics (PPMs) as “objective, quantitative 
indicators of the progress of a program toward the short and long-term market transformation 
goals and objectives in the Strategic Plan” (D. 09-09-047 at 91). It identified PPMs as essential 
to track the progress of each program towards the Commission’s market transformation goals 
(D. 09-09-047 at 98).  

Decision 09-09-047 identifies several purposes for PPMs. These are: 
 To track California’s progress towards achievement of Strategic Plan objectives, 

specifically the Big Bold Programmatic Initiatives and other key Plan goals and objectives 
(D. 09-09-047 at 98); 

 To inform portfolio development and necessary modifications in future portfolio 
decisions, including improving program design or eliminating non-performing programs 
(D. 09-09-047 at 98); 

 To target the next generation of improvements, and thus, continue the cycle of market 
transformation (D. 09-09-047 at 98); and 

 To evaluate program-specific quantitative and qualitative measures through EM&V 
activities (D. 09-09-047 at 300). 
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Decision 09-09-047 states that Program Performance Metrics shall comply with the following 
principles: 

 The metrics shall be designed for simplicity and cost effectiveness when considering data 
collection and reporting requirements (D. 09-09-047 at 92); 

 Integrated metrics shall be developed for programs that employ more than one 
technology or approach, such as whole building programs (D. 09-09-047 at 92); 

 The metrics shall link short-term and long-term strategic planning goals and objectives to 
identified program logic models (D. 09-09-047 at 92); 

 The metrics shall track progress towards Commission-adopted market transformation 
goals (D. 09-09-047 at 91); 

 The metrics shall allow the Commission to evaluate progress toward market 
transformation as a factor in determining whether the programs should be continued, 
modified or eliminated in future portfolios (D. 09-09-047 at 98); and 

 Performance metrics shall be maintained and tracked in the Energy Efficiency Groupware 
Application (EEGA) database (or a similar database to be determined under the guidance 
of Energy Division) (D. 09-09-047 at 92). 

In contrast to the Strategic Plan where there was different levels of awareness among program 
staff, all program staff interviewed were aware of PPMs. This may in part stem from the 
requirement that some programs report PPMs on an annual basis. 

Despite the Decision 09-09-047 stated principle that “metrics shall be designed for simplicity 
and cost effectiveness when considering data collection and reporting requirements” (D. 09-09-
047 at 92), some SDG&E program staff report that tracking of PPMs is not simple and requires a 
lot of extra time. These staff state that the data to report on PPMs was not being tracked prior 
to Decision 09-09-047, and is not easily produced by the existing tracking databases. Therefore, 
in order to report on PPMs, they have had to create parallel databases or rely on manually 
recording and reporting the data needed. Other program staff report that PPM tracking is 
relatively straightforward, although it does minimally increase their workload. Where the 
infrastructure to track program-specific PPMs existed prior to Decision 09-09-047 existed, this 
process is going well. Where the infrastructure did not exist, program staff must devote 
additional resources and time to track the metrics. 

Program staff also mention that they are unaware of the reasons for tracking PPMs, other than 
to fulfill compliance requirements. Three staff members explicitly stated that the PPMs are not 
used to inform their program implementation. Many of the metrics are reported by the 
reporting group at the end of each program year or the end of the program cycle, and not used 
on an ongoing basis by program staff to monitor program progress. There are no explicit goals 
associated with metrics. Policy advisors work with program staff to collect the data and explain 
the requirement, but there is no emphasis on trying to use the metric to monitor program 
progress or otherwise improve the programs. There is a disconnect between the intent of PPMs 
and the implementation of their tracking and reporting.  
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PPMs are illustrative of the disconnect that sometimes exists between the original intent of a 
regulatory requirement and the day to day implementation of that requirement. It becomes 
another item to report, and is not meaningfully being used to improve programs at the level of 
implementation. Though it offers to value to CPUC staff and stakeholders who may use the data 
to track progress towards the Strategic Plan, make decisions about programs or to inform 
market strategies related to statewide goals. It is unresolved whether the additional tracking 
burden on the IOUs is warranted by the value offered to the CPUC. This is the first program 
cycle where PPMs were developed and tracked. Future cycles could build on the experience 
and improve the value of tracking PPMs and reduce the tracking burden by making incremental 
modifications and clarifications to some of the metrics that cause the majority of the burden. 

Where applicable, we report progress towards end-of-cycle PPMs, and suggest additional 
metrics for a program to track internally to assess progress, in each program chapter of 
Attachment 2. 

 

In Decision 11-07-030, the CPUC implemented procedures for non-DEER deemed measures ex 
ante reviews and custom project application (aka calculated savings) ex ante savings values 
reviews. Previously, the CPUC withheld review of measures until the evaluation, measurement 
and verification period, a period known as the ex post review. The CPUC now reviews and 
approves non-DEER deemed measures and custom project applications prior to freezing those 
ex ante values. Sempra believes this requirement impairs program innovation and growth, 
because the review process for new measures takes too long and generally is not worth the 
effort. On the other hand, CPUC staff noted the CPUC implemented the change as a result of 
the utilities requesting that the Commission freeze measures ex ante parameters values prior to 
the start of a program cycle, and that the risk/reward incentive mechanism be calculated based 
on verified installation applied to frozen ex ante savings parameters values.   

Additionally, the CPUC has implemented project discretionary reviews of calculated projects 
(e.g., for Calculated and Energy Savings Bid programs), through the Custom Measure Project 
Archive (CMPA) process. The process was developed in part to address a criticism of the 2006-
08 impact evaluation, that much of the evaluation data collection happened retroactively. 
Through CMPA, program staff submit projects twice per month to CPUC, and allow 2 weeks for 
the CPUC to decide which projects (if any) it will review. As needed, IOUs can request an 
expedited review decision.  According to both SoCalGas and SDG&E staff, the CPUC has not yet 
developed clear protocols for what happens if a project is selected for review, and SDG&E staff 
reported some projects that have been selected were delayed in the pre-inspection step from 
October 2011 to February 2012. Multiple SDG&E staff serving different roles reported this extra 
delay is challenging. Customers can particularly become angry over the pre-inspection wait, 
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because the equipment is often already purchased and “just sitting in the yard”8.  But on a 
positive note, SDG&E staff reported in March 2012 that the process has improved due to direct 
communication with CPUC staff, and that some projects are moving forward again.  

As a secondary challenge posed by CMPA, program staff must also maintain a separate project 
database to submit to the CPUC, which is time consuming. (It does not interface with CRM or 
Track It Fast.) According to time and resources tracked for a Sempra calculated program 
manager, the data pulls take approximately one hour every two weeks. While this is a small 
amount of time, it is just one of many reporting requirements that add up. The CPUC does not 
think the data requirement is extraordinary, as Sempra should already track and maintain the 
necessary data.  Also, one AE noted he is not concerned with providing the additional upfront 
data, because the two additional data points are only imprecise estimates at such early stages 
in the process. He does not think the data will take any extra effort to produce. One non-
program staff member suggested that the utilities increase their project submission timeline to 
weekly and the CPUC notify utilities of the selected projects prior to the following week’s 
submittal, to reduce the inconvenience for customers. However, Sempra program staff have 
expressed a frustration with the additional data pulls and additional data required upfront with 
new projects (i.e., project savings and probability of customer agreement), which may indicate 
that increasing the frequency of meetings may cause more frustration.  

A disconnect exists between the CPUC and Sempra program staff concerning this requirement. 
Sempra is concerned the CPUC can review any project at any time during the process and delay 
processing for an undefined time. A review can lead to reduced savings, project delays, and 
logistical hassles with the coordination of site visits, customer interviews, and energy 
calculation reviews. However, according to the CPUC staff, the CPUC only selects projects that 
are in pre-installation stages. The CPUC wants to see projects with probable applications, and 
the ideal is to review the project in parallel with the utility.  

Sempra staff expressed the concern that the CPUC did not consider the vendors and customers 
in the decision to review selected projects. AEs noted the difficulty involved in managing 
customer expectations during the waiting period. The vendor alliance representative and 
vendor coordinator worry the CPUC will classify more projects as free riders. Vendors see this 
as Sempra’s responsibility, and as a result, the vendors are less likely to run projects through 
the programs. The customers also see any project delays caused by the EM&V procedures as 
the fault of Sempra. The extended timeline could discourage customers from applying for 
incentives. At the time of this evaluation, no CPUC-selected projects were available for review.  
CPUC staff expressed that after it has selected projects for review, Sempra would reply that the 
projects were already signed.  Those projects not signed were missing critical data for review, 
and CPUC had to send data request to Sempra requesting additional information.  Sempra has 

                                                      

 
8
 Comment from an SDG&E staff member that works directly with customers. 
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not provided CPUC the parallel review opportunity as directed in D.11-07-030.  CPUC staff 
reviews have made no impact on any Sempra custom projects’ ex ante savings at this point. 

 

Because this was a process (not impact) evaluation, we did not evaluate free ridership. 
However, during the SoCalGas AE forum, AEs described that it can take years to finally convince 
a customer to install an energy efficiency project. At times, they have discussions with 
customers quite a bit earlier than the decision is made to install the high efficiency equipment. 
It is that information – more so than the rebate check – that AEs believe move customers to 
purchase the high efficiency equipment. Consequently, this customer may answer that he/she 
would have installed the project without the program, and thus be counted as a “free rider”, 
even though it was the continuous work of the AE that drove the decision. 

Also, at both SoCalGas and SDG&E, AEs mentioned that customers are often dubious of new 
technology, and it takes some positive examples in the marketplace for a program or measure 
to gain a foothold. “Nobody wants to be the first,” reported a SoCalGas AE. However, these 
customers in the later part of the market adoption curve are often deemed free riders. 

 

While the evaluation team did not look specifically at the issue of work papers and their 
approval by the CPUC, this was raised as an issue in at least two evaluations – Deemed and 
Premium Efficiency Cooling (a.k.a., Nonres HVAC Quality Installation).  Specifically,  besides 
challenges internal to SDG&E in developing work papers, the CPUC is delayed in reviewing work 
papers. This slows the integration of new measures into the SDG&E portfolio. 

One CPUC staff member reported in March 2012 that the CPUC is not required to review all 
work papers. However, it is not clear to the evaluation team what happens to the proposed 
measures for work papers the CPUC decides not to review. Specifically, we do not know if the 
CPUC has established a clear protocol for moving these measures forward for integration into 
IOUs’ portfolios.   

 

A team led by Navigant Consulting is developing the Potential Goals and Targets study. Goals of 
the project include assessing savings potential (e.g., technical, market, and economic potential) 
from voluntary programs and codes and standards. 

As of February 2012, this study is still a work in progress, and only preliminary, high-level results 
were available. Some of these could be useful at the portfolio level. For example, findings show 
increasing potential for commercial emerging technologies, and for commercial codes and 
standards. 

Later versions of the draft will provide detail that could inform portfolio and program design.  
For example, the study is looking at some measure types in detail, such as some lighting 
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measures (and bundles of lighting measures), to analyze current and future energy savings 
potential. These findings could be useful in guiding program filings for the next program cycle.    

 

Since 2006, management of impact evaluations of SDG&E programs has been done by the 
CPUC. In the past, SDG&E EM&V staff managed the efforts. With the transition to CPUC 
management, requests from the IOUs for a variety of program data and information have 
increased. Both the CPUC and their evaluation contractors require significant data, and often 
expect quick turnarounds.  

According to SDG&E staff, there used to be a 10 day standard turnaround expectation for all 
data requests. However, data requests with two or three days turnarounds are normal for 
program managers. Program and policy advisor staff report that some requests are very time 
consuming and are difficult to turn around in a short period of time. Further complicating the 
quick turnaround time are mandatory internal review of data request responses, vague data 
requests, and terminology not used by the program. Internal review of data requests is 
standard practice and should be accounted for in the expectations of the requestors. This 
ensures that program staff are generating reports and providing data in compliance with their 
contracts and other legal requirements. The issue with vagueness and terminology issues can 
be overcome through practical means. Many program managers believe that the data request 
would improve if they were able to meet with the requestor upon receiving a request. 

In addition to data requests, the CPUC requires regular program reporting. The CPUC has 
always required the utilities to report regularly on the accomplishments of their programs on a 
monthly, quarterly and annual basis. During the 2010-12 program cycle, the CPUC has 
attempted to improve upon the tracking in order to collect more information in a consistent 
fashion to allow for better oversight. This transition has required the IOUs to adjust the way 
they report on the accomplishments of their programs, but has not had a significant impact on 
program processes. 

We offer ways to improve the data request process in the recommendations section below, 
which would allow for more time spent on running programs and better data for regulators and 
evaluators. 

 

There is an obvious need for rigorous regulatory oversight of publicly-funded programs. 
However, it is apparent that the CPUC and SDG&E program staff share different views on the 
scale, purpose, and effect of the current set of regulations and their implicit demands of energy 
efficiency programs. We believe there are opportunities to reduce the burden and improve the 
value of reporting by improving the communication between the CPUC and the IOUs, increasing 
the understanding of how requirements impact program implementation (both positively and 
negatively) and for the IOUs to embrace the ultimate purpose of requirements. Improving the 
spirit of cooperation between the two parties could prove mutually beneficial, working towards 
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the shared mission that we recommend in the Forward.  Below, we offer some specific 
recommendations for making incremental improvements to the requirements to either 
increase their value and/or reduce the resource requirement to fulfill them.   
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Issue Consequences 
Steps SDG&E is taking to 

address Issue (if any) 
Additional steps we recommend 

Difficulty in 
addressing 

(H/M/L) 

Value in 
Addressing 

(H/M/L) 

Overall: Individual 
requirements are not 
overly burdensome, but 
they add up and have 
“costs” to programs 

 Frustration and low 
morale of program staff 

 Tendency toward non-
compliance 

 Existing tension between 
program staff and 
regulatory requirements, 
complexity and size of 
portfolio, staff turnover 

 Improve collaboration with 
CPUC to maximize value of 
requirements, minimize 
resource cost to meet them 

 Discuss with CPUC the 
potential to pilot test 
requirements to identify the 
burden and potential value 

 Provide feedback to CPUC 
only on the most 
burdensome requirements to 
focus attention on the most 
resource-intensive 

High High 

Overall: Requirements 
(benchmarking, PPMs) 
are symptomatic of the 
complexity of linking 
Strategic Plan to 
programs 

 CPUC and Sempra 
priorities are not aligned 

 Sempra staff unclear how 
the requirements help 
their day-to-day program 
activities 

  Program staff: Improve 
understanding of the 
rationale for CPUC 
requirements and try to 
address the spirit of the 
recommendations 

 CPUC: Continue building 
understanding of day-to-day 
program implementation and 
impact of requirements, and 
attempt to work with IOUs to 
1. minimize resource cost of 
meeting requirements and 2. 
to increase value 

High High 

Overall: Regulatory 
requirements are not 
well understood by 
program staff 

 Loss of integrity of the 
regulatory requirements 

 Excessive resources 
required to fulfill requests 
in some cases 

 Communication 
disconnect from CPUC to 
Policy Advisors to 
Program Staff 

 Ensure program staff has 
clear understanding of 
ultimate purpose of 
requirements  

 Ensure communication link 
between Policy Advisors and 

Medium High 
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Issue Consequences 
Steps SDG&E is taking to 

address Issue (if any) 
Additional steps we recommend 

Difficulty in 
addressing 

(H/M/L) 

Value in 
Addressing 

(H/M/L) 

Program staff 

 Develop internal “crash 
course” for regulatory 
requirement knowledge 
transfer to new staff. Use a 
neutral tone to improve the 
current negative or dismissive 
perceptions  of regulatory 
requirement.  

 Enable program management 
to communicate significant 
regulatory burdens to policy 
advisors who can discuss 
issues directly with CPUC 

Overall: All 
requirements have a 
cost to the program 

 Time spent on 
requirements is time 
taken away from program 
implementation and 
progress toward energy 
savings goals 

 Sempra has looked into 
ways to reduce time 
spent on requirements 
and to streamline the 
reporting processes 

 Consider proposing to CPUC 
development of non-energy 
related program goals and 
rewards to help programs 
more explicitly focus on 
broader strategic goals 

Medium Medium 

Benchmarking: Unclear 
understanding of the 
requirement and 
difficulty entering data 

 Benchmarking is not 
taken seriously 

 Program staff uncertain 
when benchmarking is 
required 

 AEs, vendors, and 
program staff feel that 
benchmarking is an extra 
burden to enticing 
customer participation 
and the value is not great 
to customers 

  Review the CPUC 
benchmarking study findings 
to determine future 
benchmarking plan 

 Provide additional training on 
rationale for benchmarking to 
AEs, program staff, vendors 

 Provide clear understanding 
of the benefits of accurate 
data 

 Provide technical support for 
the Energy Star tool to 

High Medium 
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Issue Consequences 
Steps SDG&E is taking to 

address Issue (if any) 
Additional steps we recommend 

Difficulty in 
addressing 

(H/M/L) 

Value in 
Addressing 

(H/M/L) 

 Default values are used in 
some cases, decreasing 
the value of the results 
for customers 

vendors and customers 

 Work with the CPUC to adjust 
requirements for 
benchmarking (e.g., for 
projects of certain size or 
type [e.g., audits, custom 
incentive programs]) 

SW Coordination: 
Unclear understanding 
of who is required for 
statewide meetings 

 Ineffective coordination 
with other IOUs 

 Loss of information 
exchange and action 
items from meetings 

  Host internal meeting to 
discuss resourcing for 
statewide meetings 

 Formally delegate persons to 
participate and a person to 
lead the group 

Low Medium 

SW coordination: 
meetings are too 
frequent and often not 
valuable 

 Further resource (time) 
drain on program staff 

 Program staff have 
suggested less frequent 
meetings to the 
evaluation team 

 Have program managers, 
with support of senior 
Sempra staff, recommend 
meetings be quarterly or on 
as-needed basis. 

 Consider co-funding meeting 
coordinator (3

rd
 Party) with 

other IOUs  

 Discuss with the CPUC the 
possibility of streamlining the 
nonresidential meetings to 
cover all sectors (commercial, 
industrial and agricultural) 

Medium Medium 

SW Coordination: Few 
discussions about gas 
projects 

 Missed opportunity for 
SDG&E to learn about gas 
savings at other utilities 

  Suggest agenda items related 
to gas, including potential 
marketing strategies to 
increase gas savings (vendors, 
measures, types of facilities 
to target), to share successful 
strategies among IOUs  

Low Medium 
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Issue Consequences 
Steps SDG&E is taking to 

address Issue (if any) 
Additional steps we recommend 

Difficulty in 
addressing 

(H/M/L) 

Value in 
Addressing 

(H/M/L) 

Application/Review: 
Lengthy, manual 
applications 

 AEs and vendors, not 
customers, complete the 
bulk of the application 

 Customers do not always 
know where in the 
process their application 
stands 

 Application review places 
large burden on utility 
staff 

 Applications incorrectly 
determined “incomplete” 
for lack of benchmarking 
(when benchmarking 
occurred as part of a 
different project) 

 Program managers have 
instructed application 
processors to check the 
CRM field for 
benchmarking prior to 
determining a project 
“incomplete” 

 Training provided to 
contractors about the 
program and how to fill 
out the application 
appropriately   

 Automate the application 
process (as discussed in IT 
and Data Management 
chapter). 

 Provide an express 
application for smaller items 
(with less savings and 
incentives) to ensure it is 
worth the customer’s time to 
participate 
 

High High 

PPMs: PPMs have 
increased SDG&E 
program staff workload 

 Delays program processes 

 Increases program staff 
frustration 

 Staff have created ad hoc 
parallel databases for 
tracking PPMs 

 

 Program staff 
communicate with CPUC 
staff about requirements 
that are unclear, and 
difficult to measure 

 Continue building systems to 
increase ease in reporting 

 Add additional skilled 
programmers to respond to 
changing program 
requirements 

 Continue to communicate 
with CPUC about PPMs that 
are the most difficult to track 
and suggest improvements 
for the next cycle 

High High 

PPMs: Some program 
staff are unaware of 
the reasons for 
tracking PPMs, and 
PPMs are  not being 

 Increases program staff 
frustration 

 Reduces value of tracking 
PPMs 

  Ensure clear understanding of 
PPM context for all program 
staff 
 

Low Medium 
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Issue Consequences 
Steps SDG&E is taking to 

address Issue (if any) 
Additional steps we recommend 

Difficulty in 
addressing 

(H/M/L) 

Value in 
Addressing 

(H/M/L) 

used to improve or 
monitor programs 

Data Requests: Short 
turnaround time and 
complicated requests 

 Delays program processes 

 Increases program staff 
frustration 

 Inaccurate and unfulfilled 
data request responses  

  Request a 10-day minimum 
response time for data 
requests 

 Provide early and direct 
channels between SDG&E 
staff and requestor, to 
determine the highest 
value/lowest resource way to 
meet the data need 

 Allow for CPUC and program 
staff discussion of major data 
requests to clarify 
uncertainties, discuss 
options, and identify ways to 
most cost-effectively meet 
the request  

Medium High 

Work Papers: CPUC is 
slow to review and 
approve them. 

 New measures are slow 
to be integrated into 
SDG&E portfolio, creating 
missed opportunities for 
energy savings.  

  Work with the CPUC to speed 
up work paper review and 
approval. For example, if 
CPUC does not review all 
work papers, clarify with 
CPUC its protocol for how 
work papers not reviewed can 
move forward.  

Medium High 

Figure 12. Summary of Regulatory Requirements and Statewide Initiatives Issues and Recommendations 


